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e. When operating a power tool outdoors, use an 
extension cord suitable for outdoor use. Use of a 
cord suitable for outdoor use reduces the risk of 
electric shock.

f. If operating a power tool in a damp location is 
unavoidable, use a residual current device (RCD) 
protected supply. Use of an RCD reduces the risk of 
electric shock.

3. Personal safety
a. Stay alert, watch what you are doing and use 

common sense when operating a power tool. Do 
not use a power tool while you are tired or under 
the influence of drugs, alcohol or medication. A 
moment of inattention while operating power tools may 
result in serious personal injury.

b. Use personal protective equipment. Always wear 
eye protection. Protective equipment such as dust 
mask, non-skid safety shoes, hard hat, or hearing 
protection used for appropriate conditions will reduce 
personal injuries.

c. Prevent unintentional starting. Ensure the switch 
is in the off-position before connecting to power 
source and/or battery pack, picking up or carrying 
the tool. Carrying power tools with your finger on the 
switch or energising power tools that have the switch 
on invites accidents.

d. Remove any adjusting key or wrench before 
turning the power tool on. A wrench or a key left 
attached to a rotating part of the power tool may result 
in personal injury.

e. Do not overreach. Keep proper footing and 
balance at all times. This enables better control of 
the power tool in unexpected situations.

f. Dress properly. Do not wear loose clothing or 
jewellery. Keep your hair, clothing and gloves 
away from moving parts. Loose clothes, jewellery or 
long hair can be caught in moving parts.

g. If devices are provided for the connection of dust 
extraction and collection facilities, ensure these 
are connected and properly used. Use of dust 
collection can reduce dust-related hazards.

4. Power tool use and care
a. Do not force the power tool. Use the correct power 

tool for your application. The correct power tool will 
do the job better and safer at the rate for which it was 
designed.

b. Do not use the power tool if the switch does not turn 
it on and off. Any power tool that cannot be controlled 
with the switch is dangerous and must be repaired.

INTENDED USE
Your Stanley, SBR20 SDS rotary hammer have been 
designed for drilling in wood, metal, plastics, and masonry 
as well as for screwdriving and light chiselling applications. 
These tools are intended for professional and private, non 
professional users.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

General power tool safety warnings
Warning! Read all safety warnings and all 
instructions. Failure to follow the warnings and 
instructions listed below may result in electric 
shock, fire and/or serious injury.

Save all warnings and instructions for future 
reference. The term "power tool" in the warnings refers to 
your mains operated (corded) power tool or battery 
operated (cordless) power tool.

1. Work area safety
a. Keep work area clean and well lit. Cluttered or dark 

areas invite accidents.
b. Do not operate power tools in explosive 

atmospheres, such as in the presence of 
flammable liquids, gases or dust. Power tools 
create sparks which may ignite the dust or fumes.

c. Keep children and bystanders away while 
operating a power tool.  Distractions can cause you 
to lose control.

2. Electrical safety
a. Power tool plugs must match the outlet. Never 

modify the plug in any way. Do not use any 
adapter plugs with earthed (grounded) power 
tools. Unmodified plugs and matching outlets will 
reduce risk of electric shock.

b. Avoid body contact with earthed or grounded 
surfaces such as pipes, radiators, ranges and 
refrigerators. There is an increased risk of electric 
shock if your body is earthed or grounded.

c. Do not expose power tools to rain or wet 
conditions. Water entering a power tool will increase 
the risk of electric shock.

d. Do not abuse the cord. Never use the cord for 
carrying, pulling or unplugging the power tool. 
keep cord away from heat, oil, sharp edges or 
moving parts. Damaged or entangled cords increase 
the risk of electric shock.
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c. Disconnect the plug from the power source and/or 
the battery pack from the power tool before 
making any adjustments, changing accessories, or 
storing power tools.  
Such preventive safety measures reduce the risk of 
starting the power tool accidentally.

d. Store idle power tools out of the reach of children 
and do not allow persons unfamiliar with the 
power tool or these instructions to operate the 
power tool. Power tools are dangerous in the hands 
of untrained users.

e. Maintain power tools. Check for misalignment or 
binding of moving parts, breakage of parts and 
any other condition that may affect the power tools 
operation. If damaged, have the power tool 
repaired before use. Many accidents are caused by 
poorly maintained power tools.

f. Keep cutting tools sharp and clean. Properly 
maintained cutting tools with sharp cutting edges are 
less likely to bind and are easier to control.

g. Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into 
account the working conditions and the work to be 
performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a 
hazardous situation.

5. Battery tool use and care
a. Recharge only with the charger specified by the 

manufacturer. A charger A charger that is suitable for 
one type of battery pack may create a risk of fire when 
used with another battery pack.

b. Use power tools only with specifically designated 
battery packs. Use of any other battery packs may 
create a risk of injury and fire.

c. When battery pack is not in use, keep it away from 
other metal objects like paper clips, coins, keys, 
nails, screws or other small metal objects that can 
make a connection from one terminal to another. 
Shorting the battery terminals together may cause 
burns or a fire.

d. Under abusive conditions, liquid may be ejected 
from the battery, avoid contact. If contact 
accidentally occurs, flush with water. If liquid 
contacts eyes, additionally seek medical help. Liquid 
ejected from the battery may cause irritation or burns.

6. Service
a. Have your power tool serviced by a qualified repair 

person using only identical replacement parts. This 
will ensure that the safety of the power tool is maintained

HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS 
Warning! Hammer safety warnings for rotary 
and chiselling hammers

u Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss.

u Use auxiliary handles supplied with the tool. Loss 
of control can cause personal injury.

u Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring. Cutting 
accessory contacting a "live" wire may make exposed 
metal parts of the power tool "live" and could give the 
operator an electric shock.

u Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill.

u Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the workpiece to a stable platform. Holding 
the work by hand or against your body leaves it 
unstable and may lead to loss of control.

u Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for 
the location of wiring and pipes.

u Avoid touching the tip of a drill bit just after drilling, as 
it may be hot.

u This tool is not intended for use by persons (including 
children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, 
unless they have been given supervision or instruction 
concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. Children should be 
supervised to ensure that they do not play with the 
appliance.

u The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property.

u Use a face or dust mask whenever the operations may 
produce dust or flying particles.

SAFETY OF OTHERS
u This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory or 
mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision 
or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a 
person responsible for their safety.

u Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance.
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Additional safety instructions for batteries and 
chargers

Batteries
u Never attempt to open for any reason.
u Do not expose the battery to water.
u Do not store in locations where the temperature may 

exceed 40 °C.
u Charge only at ambient temperatures between 10 °C 

and 40 °C.
u Charge only using the charger provided with the tool.
u When disposing of batteries, follow the instructions 

given in the section "Protecting the environment".

p Do not attempt to charge damaged batteries.

Chargers
u Use your Stanley charger only to charge the battery in 

the tool with which it was supplied. Other batteries 
could burst, causing personal injury and damage.

u Never attempt to charge non-rechargeable batteries.
u Have defective cords replaced immediately.
u Do not expose the charger to water.
u Do not open the charger.
u Do not probe the charger.

$ The charger is intended for indoor use only.

+ Read the instruction manual before use.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

# Your charger is double insulated; therefore no 
earth wire is required. Always check that the 
mains voltage corresponds to the voltage on 
the rating plate. Never attempt to replace the 
charger unit with a regular mains plug.

u If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by 
the manufacturer or an authorised Stanley Service 
Centre in order to avoid a hazard

THE PACKAGE CONTAINS
1  BL Hammer
2  4Ah Lithium Battery 
1  2A Charger
1  Instruction Manual 
1  Warranty Card
1  Service Center List 
1  Kitbox

Residual risks
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc.
Even with the application of the relevant safety regulations 
and the implementation of safety devices, certain residual 
risks can not be avoided. These include:
u Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.
u Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 

accessories.
u Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When 

using any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take 
regular breaks.

u Impairment of hearing.
u Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.)

LABELS ON TOOL
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with 
date code:

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

V Volts Direcet urrent

A Amperes       no No-Load Speed

Hz Hertz Class II Construction

W Watts Earthing Terminal

min minutes Safety Alert Symbol

Alternating 
Current /min.

Revolutions or 
Reciprocation per 
minute

Position of Date Code (Fig. C)
The Date Code (19), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing. 
Example:

2018 XX 58
Year of manufacturing

ENGLISH (Original Instructions)
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g. Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into
account the working conditions and the work to 
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service
a. Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained. 

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss. 

♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool.
Loss of control can cause personal injury. 

♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock. 

♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill. 

♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control. 

♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes. 

♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding. 

♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property.

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are:
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 

♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.)

SAFETY OF OTHERS
♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety.

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance.

LABELS ON TOOL
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A)
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing. 
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual
♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 

which may have occurred during transport.
♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 

manual prior to operation.

ENGLISH (Original Instructions)
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g. Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into
account the working conditions and the work to 
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service
a. Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained. 

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss. 

♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool.
Loss of control can cause personal injury. 

♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock. 

♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill. 

♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control. 

♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes. 

♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding. 

♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property.

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are:
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 

♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.)

SAFETY OF OTHERS
♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety.

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance.

LABELS ON TOOL
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code:

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A)
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing. 
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual
♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 

which may have occurred during transport.
♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 

manual prior to operation.
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g. Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into
account the working conditions and the work to 
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service
a. Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained. 

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss. 

♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool.
Loss of control can cause personal injury. 

♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock. 

♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill. 

♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control. 

♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes. 

♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding. 

♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property.

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are:
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 

♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.)

SAFETY OF OTHERS
♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety.

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance.

LABELS ON TOOL
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code:

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A)
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing. 
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual
♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 

which may have occurred during transport.
♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 

manual prior to operation.
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g. Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc.
in accordance with these instructions, taking into
account the working conditions and the work to
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service
a. Have your power tool serviced by a qualified

repair person using only identical replacement
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained. 

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause

hearing loss. 
♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool.

Loss of control can cause personal injury. 
♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces,

when performing an operation where the cutting
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and
could give the operator an electric shock. 

♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill. 

♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable
and may lead to loss of control. 

♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes. 

♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as
to avoid scalding. 

♦ The intended use is described in this instruction
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or
performance of any operation with this tool other than
those recommended in this instruction manual may
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to
property.

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are:
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 
♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or

accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed

when using your tool (example:- working with wood,
especially oak, beech and MDF.)

SAFETY OF OTHERS
♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety.

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do
not play with the appliance.

LABELS ON TOOL
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code:

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

V Volts Direct Current
A Amperes n0 No-Load Speed

Hz Hertz Class II Construction

W Watts Earthing Terminal

min minutes Safety Alert Symbol

Alternating
Current /min.

Revolutions or 
Reciprocation per 
minute

Position of Date Code (FIG. A)
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing. 
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC) (Optional)
1 Instruction manual
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g. Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc.
in accordance with these instructions, taking into
account the working conditions and the work to
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service
a. Have your power tool serviced by a qualified

repair person using only identical replacement
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained. 

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause

hearing loss. 
♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool.

Loss of control can cause personal injury. 
♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces,

when performing an operation where the cutting
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and
could give the operator an electric shock. 

♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill. 

♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable
and may lead to loss of control. 

♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes. 

♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as
to avoid scalding. 

♦ The intended use is described in this instruction
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or
performance of any operation with this tool other than
those recommended in this instruction manual may
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to
property.

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are:
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 
♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or

accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed

when using your tool (example:- working with wood,
especially oak, beech and MDF.)

SAFETY OF OTHERS
♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety.

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do
not play with the appliance.

LABELS ON TOOL
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code:

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

V Volts Direct Current
A Amperes n0 No-Load Speed

Hz Hertz Class II Construction

W Watts Earthing Terminal

min minutes Safety Alert Symbol

Alternating
Current /min.

Revolutions or 
Reciprocation per 
minute

Position of Date Code (FIG. A)
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing. 
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC) (Optional)
1 Instruction manual
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different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
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is maintained. 
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u Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 
which may have occurred during transport.

u Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 
manual prior operation.

FEATURES (FIG.C)
This tool includes some or all of the following features.
 1. On/Off switch
 2. Forward/reverse selector
 3. Mode selector
 4. Depth stop
 5. Tool holder
 6. Side handle
 7. Battery 
 20. LED work light 
 21. Battery fuel gauge  

ASSEMBLY

Use
Warning! Let the tool work at its own pace. Do not 
overload.

Charging the battery (fig. A)
The battery needs to be charged before first use and 
whenever it fails to produce sufficient power on jobs that 
were easily done before. The battery may become warm 
while charging; this is normal and does not indicate a 
problem.
Warning! Do not charge the battery at ambient 
temperatures below 10 °C or above 40 °C. Recommended 
charging temperature: approx. 24 °C.
Note: The charger will not charge a battery if the cell 
temperature is below approximately 10 °C or above 40 °C.
The battery should be left in the charger and the charger 
will begin to charge automatically when the cell 
temperature warms up or cools down. 
u To charge the battery, insert the Battery (7) into the 

charger (9). The battery will only fit into the charger 
one way.

u Plug the charger (9) into a suitable power source and 
switch on.

u Charge discharged batteries within 1 week. Battery life 
will be greatly diminished if stored in a discharged state.

Fitting and removing the battery (fig. B)
u To fit the battery, line it up with the receptacle on the 

tool (11). Slide the battery into the receptacle and push 
until the battery snaps into place.

u To remove the battery, push the release button (12) 
and remove the battery from the receptacle.

Fitting the side handle (fig. C)
u Turn the grip counterclockwise until you can slide the 

side handle (6) onto the front of the tool as shown.
u Rotate the side handle into the desired position.
u Tighten the side handle by turning the grip clockwise.

Fitting and setting the depth stop (fig. C)
u Depress the button (8).
u Insert the depth stop (4) into the mounting hole as 

shown.
u Set the depth stop (4) to the desired position. The 

maximum drilling depth is equal to the distance between 
the tip of the drill bit and the front end of the depth stop.

u Release the button (8).

Fitting an accessory (fig. D - E)
u Clean and grease the shank (13) of the accessory.
u Pull back the sleeve (14) and insert the shank into the 

tool holder (5).
u Push the accessory down and turn it slightly until it fits 

into the slots.
u Pull on the accessory to check if it is properly locked. 

The hammering function requires the accessory to be 
able to move axially several centimetres when locked 
in the tool holder.

u To remove the accessory, pull back the sleeve (14) 
and pull out the accessory.

Keyed chuck (fig. F)(Optional)
u Open the chuck by turning the sleeve (15) anti-clockwise.
u Insert the bit shaft (17) into the chuck.
u Insert the chuck key (18) (Optional) into each hole (16) 

in the side of the chuck and turn clockwise until tight.
Warning! Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, 
check for the location of wiring and pipes.
Warning! Do not apply chisels when the tool is in the 
drilling mode.

Switching on and off (fig. G)
u To switch the tool on, press the on/off switch (1).
u To switch the tool off, release the on/off switch.

Forward/reverse action (fig. H)
u Move the selector (2) to indicate the direction you 

require.

Selecting the operating mode (fig. I)
The tool can be used in three operating modes.
u To operate the operating mode selector (3), push the 

unlock button (22) and rotate the selector towards the 
required position, as indicated by the symbols.
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DEUTSCH

Warning! Before performing any maintenance on corded/
cordless power tools:
u Switch off and unplug the appliance/tool.
u Regularly clean the ventilation slots in your appliance/

tool/charger using a soft brush or dry cloth.
u Regularly clean the motor housing using a damp 

cloth. Do not use any abrasive or solvent-based 
cleaner.

u Regularly open the chuck and tap it to remove any 
dust from the interior (when fitted).

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
The performance of your tool depends on the accessory 
used. Stanley accessories are engineered to high quality 
standards and designed to enhance the performance of 
your tool. By using these accessories you will get the very 
best from your tool.

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

Separate collection. This product must not be 
disposed of with normal household waste.
Should you find one day that your Stanley prod-
uct needs replacement, or if it is of no further 
use to you, do not dispose of it with household 
waste. Please sort it out for separate recycling.
Separate collection of used products and 
packaging allows materials to be recycled and 
used again. Reuse of recycled materials helps 
prevent environmental pollution and reduces the 
demand for raw materials.

Some local governments may require the local or 
municipal waste disposal centers or retailers of new 
products to provide households with electronic product 
recycling services.

Notes
STANLEY’s policy is one of continuous improvement to 
our products and as such, we reserve the right to change 
product specifications without prior notice.
Standard equipment and accessories may vary by 
country.
Product specifications may differ by country.
Complete product range may not be available in all 
countries. Contact your local STANLEY dealers for range 
availability.
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resume. 
WARNING! When the drill bit hits cement or the steel rebar 
in the cement, the tool may recoil dangerously. Please hold 
the tool tightly in a balanced and stable position at all times 
to prevent it from recoiling dangerously.  
Overload coupling device 
If the drill bit is caught or hooked, the driving force 
transmitted to the drill shaft will be cut off. This would 
generate a strong recoil, so it would be necessary to hold 
the tool tightly with both hands to remain in a stable position.  
Chipping and chiselling (fig. B)

 ♦ Set the mode selector switch (5) to the“hammering only”   
 position.

 ♦ Insert the appropriate chisel and rotate it by hand to lock 
it into positions.

 ♦ Adjust the side handle (9) as required.
 ♦ Switch on the tool and start working.
 ♦ Always switch off the tool when work is finished and 

before unplugging.
WARNING! Do not use this tool to mix or pump 
easily combustible or explosive fluids (benzine, 
alcohol, etc.). Do not mix or stir inflammable liquids 
labelled accordingly.

Accessories 
The performance of your tool depends on the accessory 
used. Stanley accessories are engineered to high quality 
standards and designed to enhance the performance of 
your tool. By using these accessories you will get the very 
best from your tool.  

MAINTENANCE 
Your Stanley corded/cordless appliance/tool has been 
designed to operate over a long period of time with a 
minimum of maintenance. To ensure satisfactory operations, 
the tool must be maintained and cleaned regularly  

WARNING: To reduce the risk of injury, turn 
unit off and disconnect machine from power 

source before installing and removing accessories, 
before adjusting or changing set-ups or when making 
repairs. Be sure the trigger switch is in the OFF position. 
An accidental start-up can cause injury.

 ♦ This machine is not user-serviceable. If problems occur 
contact an authorised repair agent.

 ♦ The tool will automatically switch off when the carbon 
brushes are worn.

WARNING! Before performing any maintenance on corded/ 
cordless power tools: 

 ♦ Switch off and unplug the appliance/tool.  
 ♦ Or switch off and remove the battery from the appliance/ 

tool if the appliance/tool has a separate battery pack.  
 ♦ Or run the battery down completely if it is integral and 

then switch off.  
 ♦ Unplug the charger before cleaning it. Your charger 

does not require any maintenance apart from regular 
cleaning.  

 ♦ Regularly clean the ventilation slots in your appliance/

tool/ charger using a soft brush or dry cloth.  
 ♦ Regularly clean the motor housing using a damp cloth. 

Do not use any abrasive or solvent-based cleaner.  
 ♦ Regularly open the chuck and tap it to remove any dust 

from the interior (when fitted). 
Lubrication
Your power tool requires no additional lubrication. 
Accessories and attachments used must be 
regularly lubrication around the SDS Plus fitment.

Cleaning 
WARNING! Blow dirt and dust out of the 
main housing with dry air as often as dirt is 
seen collecting in and around the air vents. 

Wear approved eye protection and approved dust 
mask when performing this procedure.  

WARNING! Never use solvents or other 
harsh chemicals for cleaning the non-

metallic parts of the tool. These chemicals may 
weaken the material of the parts. Use only mild 
soap and damp cloth to clean the tool. Never let any 
liquid get inside the tool,cleaning of gasoline or 
other chemicals, never immerse any part of the tool 
into liquid.

Optional Accessories
WARNING! Since accessories, other than those 
offered by Stanley, have not been tested with this 

product, use of such accessories with this tool could be 
hazardous. To reduce the risk of injury, only Stanley, 
recommended accessories should be used with this 
product.
Various types of SDS Plus drill bits and chisels are available 
as an option. 
Consult your dealer for further information on the 
appropriate accessories.
Protecting The Environment 

Separate collection. This product must not be 
disposed of with normal household waste. 
Should you find one day that your Stanley product 

needs replacement, or if it is of no further use to you, do 
not dispose of it with household waste. Please sort it out for 
separate recycling.  

Separate collection of used products and packaging 
allows materials to be recycled and used again. Re-
use of recycled materials helps prevent environmental 

pollution and reduces the demand for raw materials. 
Some local governments may require the local or municipal 
waste disposal centers or retailers of new products to 
provide households with electronic product recycling 
services.
Notes
STANLEY’s policy is one of continuous improvement to 
our products and as such, we reserve the right to change 
product specifications without prior notice.
Standard equipment and accessories may vary by country.

Drilling
u For drilling in steel, wood and plastics, and for 

screwdriving set the operating mode selector (3) 
to the   position (I1).

Hammer drilling
u For hammer drilling in masonry and concrete, set the 

operating mode selector (3) to the   position (I2). 
When hammering, the tool should not bounce and run 
smoothly. If necessary, increase the speed.

Chiseling
u For hammering with spindle lock, and for light 

chiselling and chipping, set the operating mode 
selector (3) to the  position (I3).

u When changing from hammer drilling to chiselling, turn 
the chisel to the desired position. If resistance is felt 
during mode change, slightly turn the chisel to engage 
the spindle lock.

LED Work Light
When the tool is activated by pulling the trigger switch 
(1), the integrated LED work light (20) will automatically 
illuminate the work area. NOTE: The work light is for 
lighting the immediate work surface and is not intended to 
be used as a flashlight.

Battery Fuel Gauge (fig.J)
The tool is equipped with a battery fuel gauge (21).This 
can be used to display the current level of charge in the 
battery during use. It does not indicate tool functionality 
and is subject to variation based on product components, 
temperature and end-user application.
Checking battery charge during use:
u Press the battery fuel gauge button (J1).
u The three LEDs (J2) will illuminate indicating the 

percent of charge in the battery (figure J).
u If LED light does not lluminate, charge battery.

NOTE: This battery is designed to not operate when a 
charge below 20% of its capacity is reached. After the 
battery charge is depleated, the tool will not operate until 
after the battery has been recharged.

MAINTENANCE
Your Stanley corded/cordless appliance/tool has been 
designed to operate over a long period of time with a 
minimum of maintenance.  Continuous satisfactory 
operation depends upon proper tool care and regular 
cleaning.

ENGLISH
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TECHNICAL DATA
SBR20

Input voltage VDC 18

No-load speed min-1 0 - 2200

Impact rate min-1 0 - 5775

Weight kg 2.80

Max. drilling capacity

Concrete mm 20

Steel mm 13

Wood mm 30

Battery SCB20D    SCB20M    STBL184L

Voltage VDC 18                 18                   18

Capacity Ah 2.0               4.0                  4.0

type Li-Ion            Li-Ion             Li-Ion

Charger SC201                   SC202

Input Voltage VAC 230                         230

Output Voltage VDC 18                           18

Current A 1.0                          2.0
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	3.	 人身安全	
  a.	保持警覺；在操作電動工具時，請留意所執行的
操作並按照一般的常識執行。請勿在疲倦，或受

到藥物、酒精或治療的影響下操作電動工具。	 
操作電動工具期間注意力分散會導致嚴重人

身傷害。  
  b.	使用個人防護裝置。始終佩戴護目裝備。	 防護
裝置，例如在適當條件下可使用的防塵面具、

防滑安全鞋、安全帽或聽力保護等裝置可減少

人身傷害。  
  c.	避免意外啟動。連接電源及/或電池組、撿取或
搬運電動工具之前，請確定開關處於關閉位置。	 
搬運電動工具時若將手指放在開關上，或是在

接通開關電源時插入插頭都會引發危險。  
  d.	接通電動工具之前，請卸下所有的調整鑰匙或
扳手。	 遺留在電動工具旋轉部件上的扳手或鑰
匙會導致人身傷害。  

  e.	不要過度伸張雙手。時刻注意腳下和身體的
平衡。	 如此即可在發生意外的情況下更好地控
制電動工具。  

  f.	 適當穿著。請勿穿寬鬆衣服或佩戴飾品。讓您的
頭髮、衣服和手套遠離活動部件。	 寬鬆衣服、佩
飾和長髮可能會捲入活動部件。  

  g.	若配備用於連接排屑裝置、集塵設備的裝置，
請確定正確連接和使用這些裝置。	 使用集塵設
備可減少與粉塵有關的危險。  

	4.	 電動工具的使用與注意事項	
  a.	請勿超負荷使用電動工具。根據您的用途使用
適當的電動工具。	 使用適當的電動工具在其設
計可負荷的應用內，會讓您更有效、更安全地

執行工作。  
  b.	若開關不能開啟或關閉電源，切勿使用該電動
工具。	 不能用開關來控制的電動工具將存在危
險，必須進行維修。  

  c.	在執行任何調整、更換配件或儲存電動工具之
前，必須從電源上拔掉插頭及/或卸下電池組。	

 這類防護性措施可降低電動工具意外啟動的
風險。  

  d.	請將閒置的電動工具儲存在兒童無法接觸的
地方，並且勿讓不熟悉電動工具或對這些說明

不瞭解的人員操作電動工具。	 電動工具在未經
培訓的使用者手中會發生危險。  

	設計用途	

 您的 Stanley SBR20 SDS SDS+ 電鎚鑽設計用於在
木材、金屬、塑膠和磚石上鑽孔，以及螺旋應用和輕

型鑿打用途。本工具適合專業及私人、非專業使用者

操作。 

	安全說明	

	電動工具一般安全警告	

  
		警告！請閱讀所有安全警告及指示。	 
不遵循這些警告和指示可能會導致

觸電、火災及/或嚴重傷害。    
  請妥善保存所有的警告和使用手冊以備將來查閱。
	 警告中的名詞「電動工具」是指電源驅動（插電）
電動工具，或者電池驅動（充電）電動工具。  
 1.	 工作場地安全	
  a.	保持工作場地清潔明亮。	 混亂或黑暗的場地會
引發事故。  

  b.	請勿在易爆環境，如有易燃液體、氣體或粉塵
的環境中操作電動工具。	 電動工具產生的火花
會點燃粉塵或氣體。  

  c.	請等待兒童和旁觀者離開之後才操縱電動工具。	 
分心會導致您疏於控制。  

 2.	 電氣安全	
  a.	電動工具插頭必須與插座相符。切勿以任何方
式改裝插頭。需接地的電動工具不能使用任何

配接器插頭。	 未經改裝的插頭和相符的插座
可以減少觸電危險。  

  b.	避免人體接觸接地表面，如管道、散熱片、爐灶
和冰箱。	 若您的身體接地，可增加觸電危險。  

  c.	請勿將電動工具暴露在雨中或潮濕環境中。	 水
進入電動工具會增加觸電危險。  

d.	切勿濫用電線。請勿使用電線來搬運、拉動電動
工具或拔出插頭。讓電線遠離熱、油、銳邊和活

動部件。受損或纏繞的電線會提高觸電風險。

e.	若要在戶外使用電動工具，請使用適合戶外使
用的延長電纜。採用適合室外使用的電線可降

低觸電危險。

f.	 若必須在潮濕場合使用電動工具，請使用漏電
保護器	(RCD)。使用 RCD 可降低觸電危險。
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  e.	維護電動工具。檢查活動部件是否對準或卡
住、是否存在任何破損情況，或任何能影響電

動工具運行的其他情況。若有損毀，必須在使

用之前修理電動工具。	 許多事故都是由於電動
工具欠缺維護所導致。  

  f.	 保持刀具鋒利和清潔。	 妥善維護、切削鋒利的
切割工具不會輕易卡住並可更輕鬆控制。  

  g.	遵循使用指示、特定類型電動工具的專用方
式，以及工作條件和所要執行的工作來使用電

動工具、配件和工具鑽頭等。	 不按照設計目的
使用電動工具將會導致危險。  

 5.	 	電池工具的使用與注意事項	
  a.	只能使用製造廠商指定的充電器為電池充電。
使用僅適合一種電池組的充電器為其他類型的

電池組充電會導致火災危險。

b. 請使用原廠的電動工具電池組。使用其他非原
廠的電池組會導致人身傷害和火災危險。

c. 不使用電池組時，請將其遠離迴紋針、硬幣、
鑰匙、釘子、螺釘等所有可連通電池兩極的金

屬物品。將電池兩極短路會導致灼傷或火災。

d.	濫用電池的情況下，液體會從電池中噴出，因
此請避免與液體接觸。若不小心接觸液體，請

用清水沖洗。若液體噴濺到眼睛上，沖洗之後

還要進行治療。從電池噴出的液體會刺激皮膚

或造成灼傷。    

6 .	 		檢修	
	a.	本電動工具必須由合格的維修人員並只採用
相同的原廠零件來執行檢修。	這將確保電動工

具的安全性。  

電鎚鑽安全警告 	

  
		警告！	 電鎚鑽和鑿錘的安全警告  

     		請佩戴聽力保護器。	 噪音會使聽力受損。  
     請使用工具隨附的輔助手柄。	 工具失控會導致
人身傷害。  

     若在執行操作時切削配件可能會接觸隱藏的
電線，則從絕緣手柄表面握住電動工具。	 切削
配件接觸到「帶電」導線，電動工具金屬部件

表面就會「帶電」，從而導致操作人員觸電。  
     請勿在旋轉模式下使用鑿子配件。	 配件將卡在
材料中並旋轉電鑽。  

     使用夾具或採取其他可行的方法，將工件固
定、支撐到穩定的平台上。	 手持工件或用身體
抵住工件會使工件不穩定並可能導致失控。  

     在牆上、地板和天花板上鑽孔前，請檢查電線
和鋼管位置。  

     不要在鑽孔後立刻碰觸可能還帶熱的鑽頭尖端。  
     生理、感覺或心理機能不健全的人員（包括
兒童）或缺乏經驗及知識的人員，除非由負責

其安全的人員提供有關使用此器具的監督或指

示，否則不得使用本工具。必須監督小孩，確保

他們沒有耍玩器具。  
     本使用手冊對器具的設計用途進行了描述。
使用非本使用手冊所建議的任何其他配件或

附件，或使用本工具執行非本使用手冊中所建

議的任何其他操作，可能會有人身傷害及/或財

産損失的風險。  
     如果操作可能產生灰塵或飛屑，須使用面罩和
防塵罩。  

	其他安全資訊	

     體力、感覺或智力不足，或者缺乏經驗及知識
的人員（包括小孩）不適合使用本器具，除非

負責他們安全的人員已經為他們提供關於使

用此器具的監督或指示。  
     應該對兒童予以監督，以確保他們不會玩耍本
器具。  

 剩餘風險	
 使用工具時可能會出現未包括於隨附安全警告中
的其他剩餘風險。濫用、長時間使用等也會導致這

些風險。 

 即使應用有關的安全規定並採用安全裝置，仍然
還有一些無法避免的剩餘風險。這些風險包括： 

     接觸旋轉/活動部件引起的傷害。  
     更換任何部件、刀片或配件引起的傷害。  
     長時間使用工具引起的傷害。若長時間使用工
具，請確保定時休息。  

     聽力受損。  
     吸入使用工具時產生的粉塵引起的健康危
害（譬如：在木材上使用時，尤其是櫟木、
山毛櫸和中密度纖維板 (MDF)。）  
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	充電器	

     只能使用工具隨附的 Stanley 充電器為工具內
的電池充電。其他非原廠電池可能會爆裂，導

致人身傷害和損害。  

     切勿嘗試為不可再充電的電池充電。  
     立即更換損壞的電線。  
     請勿將充電器暴露在水中。  
     請勿打開充電器。  
     請勿刺破充電器。  

$ 本充電器僅供室內使用。

+ 使用之前請閱讀使用手冊。

電氣安全

 # 
 您的充電器採用雙重絕緣，因此不需要

使用接地線。請務必檢查主電壓是否與

銘牌一致。切勿嘗試使用一般的電源插

頭取代充電器裝置。 

  
   若電源線損毀，必須讓製造廠商或 Stanley 授
權服務中心進行更換以避免發生危險    

本套裝包括

1 個無碳刷電鎚鑽
2 枚 4 安時鋰電池
1 個 2 安充電器
1 本使用手冊
1 張保固卡
1 份維修中心清單
1 個工具箱
   檢查工具、部件或配件有否在運送途中損壞。
   操作前，請抽空徹底地閱讀和掌握本手冊的
內容。

	功能部件（圖 C）	
 本工具包括以下部分或全部功能部件。 
  1. 電源開關 
  2. 正/反轉 選擇器
  3. 模式選擇器 
  4. 深度尺 
  5. 工具夾持器 
  6. 側手柄 
  7. 電池    
  20. LED 工作燈    
  21. 電池電量計     

 工具上的標籤	
本工具上具有以下圖示與日期代碼：

警告！為了降低受傷的風險，使用者在

使用前必須仔細閱讀使用手冊。

請佩戴聽力保護器。

請佩戴安全防護眼鏡或護目鏡。

V 伏特 直流電

A 安培 no 空載轉速

Hz 赫茲 II 級結構

W 瓦特 接地終端

min 分鐘 安全警告符號

交流電 /min.
每分鐘旋轉或鋸

切數

日期代碼的位置（圖 C）
日期代碼 (19) 亦包括製造年份，已印刷在工具外
殼上。

範例：

2018 XX 58
製造年份

電池與充電器的附加安全指示

 電池	
     無論什麼原因，都不要嘗試打開電池。  
     請勿將電池暴露在水中。  
     不要將電池儲存在溫度可能超過 40°C 的
地方。  

     只在環境溫度介於 10°C 到 40°C 之間的情況
下充電。  

     只能使用本工具隨附的充電器為電池充電。  
     處置電池時，請遵循「保護環境」部分提供的
指示執行。  

 p  切勿試圖為損毀的電池充電。 
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g.  Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into 
account the working conditions and the work to 
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service 
a.  Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement 
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained.  

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

 ♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss.  

 ♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool. 
Loss of control can cause personal injury.  

 ♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock.  

 ♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill.  

 ♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control.  

 ♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes.  

 ♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding.  

 ♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 

 ♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.  

 ♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories.  

 ♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks.  

 ♦ Impairment of hearing.  
 ♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
 ♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

 ♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual

 ♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 
which may have occurred during transport.

 ♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 
manual prior to operation.
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Loss of control can cause personal injury. 
♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces,

when performing an operation where the cutting
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and
could give the operator an electric shock. 

♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill. 

♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable
and may lead to loss of control. 

♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes. 

♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as
to avoid scalding. 

♦ The intended use is described in this instruction
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or
performance of any operation with this tool other than
those recommended in this instruction manual may
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 
♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or

accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed

when using your tool (example:- working with wood,
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

V Volts Direct Current
A Amperes n0 No-Load Speed

Hz Hertz Class II Construction

W Watts Earthing Terminal

min minutes Safety Alert Symbol

Alternating
Current /min.

Revolutions or 
Reciprocation per 
minute

Position of Date Code (FIG. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC) (Optional)
1 Instruction manual
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These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 
♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or

accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed

when using your tool (example:- working with wood,
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.
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	充電器	

     只能使用工具隨附的 Stanley 充電器為工具內
的電池充電。其他非原廠電池可能會爆裂，導

致人身傷害和損害。  

     切勿嘗試為不可再充電的電池充電。  
     立即更換損壞的電線。  
     請勿將充電器暴露在水中。  
     請勿打開充電器。  
     請勿刺破充電器。  

$ 本充電器僅供室內使用。

+ 使用之前請閱讀使用手冊。

電氣安全

 # 
 您的充電器採用雙重絕緣，因此不需要

使用接地線。請務必檢查主電壓是否與

銘牌一致。切勿嘗試使用一般的電源插

頭取代充電器裝置。 

  
   若電源線損毀，必須讓製造廠商或 Stanley 授
權服務中心進行更換以避免發生危險    

本套裝包括

1 個無碳刷電鎚鑽
2 枚 4 安時鋰電池
1 個 2 安充電器
1 本使用手冊
1 張保固卡
1 份維修中心清單
1 個工具箱
   檢查工具、部件或配件有否在運送途中損壞。
   操作前，請抽空徹底地閱讀和掌握本手冊的
內容。

	功能部件（圖 C）	
 本工具包括以下部分或全部功能部件。 
  1. 電源開關 
  2. 正/反轉 選擇器
  3. 模式選擇器 
  4. 深度尺 
  5. 工具夾持器 
  6. 側手柄 
  7. 電池    
  20. LED 工作燈    
  21. 電池電量計     

 工具上的標籤	
本工具上具有以下圖示與日期代碼：

警告！為了降低受傷的風險，使用者在

使用前必須仔細閱讀使用手冊。

請佩戴聽力保護器。

請佩戴安全防護眼鏡或護目鏡。

V 伏特 直流電

A 安培 no 空載轉速

Hz 赫茲 II 級結構

W 瓦特 接地終端

min 分鐘 安全警告符號

交流電 /min.
每分鐘旋轉或鋸

切數

日期代碼的位置（圖 C）
日期代碼 (19) 亦包括製造年份，已印刷在工具外
殼上。

範例：

2018 XX 58
製造年份

電池與充電器的附加安全指示

 電池	
     無論什麼原因，都不要嘗試打開電池。  
     請勿將電池暴露在水中。  
     不要將電池儲存在溫度可能超過 40°C 的
地方。  

     只在環境溫度介於 10°C 到 40°C 之間的情況
下充電。  

     只能使用本工具隨附的充電器為電池充電。  
     處置電池時，請遵循「保護環境」部分提供的
指示執行。  

 p  切勿試圖為損毀的電池充電。 
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g.  Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into 
account the working conditions and the work to 
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service 
a.  Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement 
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained.  

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

 ♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss.  

 ♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool. 
Loss of control can cause personal injury.  

 ♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock.  

 ♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill.  

 ♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control.  

 ♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes.  

 ♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding.  

 ♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 

 ♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.  

 ♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories.  

 ♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks.  

 ♦ Impairment of hearing.  
 ♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
 ♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

 ♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual

 ♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 
which may have occurred during transport.

 ♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 
manual prior to operation.
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work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control.  
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performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 

 ♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.  

 ♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories.  

 ♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks.  

 ♦ Impairment of hearing.  
 ♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
 ♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

 ♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual

 ♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 
which may have occurred during transport.

 ♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 
manual prior to operation.
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imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
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indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
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required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
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responsible for their safety. 
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The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
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WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
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Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

V Volts Direct Current
A Amperes n0 No-Load Speed

Hz Hertz Class II Construction

W Watts Earthing Terminal

min minutes Safety Alert Symbol

Alternating
Current /min.
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Reciprocation per 
minute

Position of Date Code (FIG. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
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	裝配

			使用	
  警告！	 請勿使工具超出本身之設計速度操作。請
勿過載。  
為電池充電（圖 A）
 第一次使用電池之前，以及電池無法像從前一樣

為作業輕鬆提供足夠的電量時，需要為電池充電。

電池在充電時可能會變熱；這是正常現象，並不表

示出現任何問題。 

  警告！  請勿在環境溫度低於 10°C 或高於 40°C 的
情況下為電池充電。建議的充電溫度為大約 24°C。  
  注意：若電池溫度低於約 10°C 或高於 40°C，充電
器將不會為電池充電。

電池應留在充電器中，電池溫度升高或降低後，

充電器將自動開始充電。  
       若要為電池充電，請將電池 (7) 插入充電器 

(9) 中。  電池只能以一個方向裝入充電器。
     將充電器 (9) 插入至合適的電源，並開啟電源。  
       請在 1 週內為電量已耗盡的電池充電。如果在
電池耗盡的狀態下儲存，電池壽命將會極大地

縮短。  

							安裝及卸下電池（圖 B）	
     若要安裝電池，請將其與工具上的電池盒對齊 

(11)。將電池滑入電池盒，然後推動直到電池卡
入到位。  

     若要卸下電池，請在按下釋放按鈕 (12) 的同時
將電池從電池盒中拉出。  

		安裝側手柄（圖 C）	
     逆時針轉動手柄直到您可將側手柄 (6) 滑動至
工具正面為止（如圖所示）。  

     將側手柄旋轉至所需位置。  
     順時針轉動握柄，將側手柄轉緊。  

	安裝側手柄和深度尺（圖 C）	
     按下按鈕 (8)。  
     將深度尺 (4) 插入安裝孔（如圖所示）。  
     將深度尺 (4) 設定到所需位置。最大鑽孔深度
相等於鑽頭尖端和深度尺前端之間的距離。  

     釋放按鈕 (8)。  

 安裝配件（圖 D - E）	
     清潔配件的軸 (13) 並塗上潤滑油。  
     將套管 (14) 向後拉，然後將軸插入工具固定器 (5)。  
     將配件向下推，輕輕旋轉直到安裝到槽內。  

     拉一拉配件檢查是否已正確地鎖住。要使用
錘擊功能，配件需要在工具固定器中鎖定時

軸向地移動數公分。  
     若要卸下配件，將套管 (14) 向後拉並將配件
拉出。  

	帶鍵夾頭（圖 F）（選購）	
     透過逆時針轉動套管 (15) 以打開夾頭。  
     將鑽頭軸 (17) 插入夾頭。  
     將夾頭扳手 (18)（選購）插入夾頭側邊的孔 

(16) 中，然後順時針轉緊。  
      警告！	 在牆上、地板和天花板上鑽孔之前，請檢查
電線和鋼管位置。  
    警告！	 工具在鑽孔模式下運行時請勿使用鑿子。  
開啟和關閉電源（圖 G）
     若要開啟工具電源，請按下電源開關 (1)。  
     若要關閉工具電源，請釋放電源開關。  

正/反轉動作（圖 H）
   調校選擇器 (2) 至您所需要的方向。

 選擇操作模式（圖 I）	
 本工具有三種操作模式。 
     要使用操作模式選擇器 (3)，請按下解鎖按鈕 

(22) 並將選擇器旋轉至所需位置符號。  
	鑽孔	

     若要在鋼材、木材與塑膠上鑽孔，以及執行螺
絲螺旋操作，請將操作模式選擇器 (3) 設定到
   位置 (I1)。  

	錘鑽	

     若要在磚石與混凝土上進行敲擊鑽孔，請將操
作模式選擇器 (3) 設定到   位置 (I2)。錘擊
時，工具不得回彈，而應該運行平穩。必要時，

可提高速度。  

	鑿打	

     要使用帶軸心鎖的錘擊功能以及輕型鑿打和
鑿切功能時，將操作模式選擇器 (3) 設定到  
位置 (I3)。  

     從錘鑽模式改為鑿打模式時，將鑿子旋轉到所
需位置。若改變操作模式時感覺到阻力，輕微

轉動鑿子，使其與軸心鎖嚙合。  

LED 工作燈
按下觸發開關 (1) 啟動工具時，集成的 LED 工作
燈 (20) 會自動為工作區提供照明。注意：工作燈
用於照亮緊鄰的工作表面，而不是設計作為手電

筒使用。
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DEUTSCH

某些當地政府可能要求當地或市政廢物回收中

心，或新產品的零售商提供電子家用產品的回收

服務。

備註

STANLEY 的政策是持續改善我們的產品，因此，
我們保留隨時變更產品規格的權利，恕不另行

通知。

標準裝置和配件可能會根據不同的國家/地區而

有所不同。

產品規格可能會根據不同的國家而有所不同。

並非所有的國家/地區都將提供完整的產品系列。

如需瞭解產品系列的供應情況，請聯絡您當地的 
STANLEY 代理商。

技術資料	

SBR20

	最大/標稱電壓	  伏特 
直流  20/18  

	空載轉速	 	轉/分	  0 - 2200  

	衝擊率	 	轉/分	  0 - 5775  

	重量	 	千克  2.80 

	最大鑽孔能力	

	混凝土	  公釐 20  

	鋼材	 	公釐  13 

	木材	 	公釐 30  

電池 SCB20D    SCB20M    STBL184L

電壓 伏特
直流 18                 18                   18

容量 安時 2.0               4.0                  4.0

類型 鋰離子        鋰離子        鋰離子

充電器 SC201                   SC202

輸入電壓 伏特
交流 110                         110

輸出電壓 伏特
直流 18                           18

電流 A 1.0                          2.0

    
  注意：20V Max 為最大初始電池電壓（無負載測量），
標稱電壓為 18V。

進口商：新加坡商百得電動工具（股）公司台灣分公司

地址：台北市士林區德行西路 33 號 2 樓
電話：02-28341741
總經銷商：永安實業股份有限公司

地址：新北市三重區新北大道二段 137 號
電話：02-29994633

電池電量計（圖 J）
工具配有一個電池電量計 (21)。使用電池期間，電
池電量計可用於顯示當前的電量水平。它並不指

示工具功能，且根據工具組件、溫度和最終使用者

的應用而有所不同。

檢查使用期間的電量水平：

   按下電池電量計按鈕 (J1)。
   三個 LED 燈 (J2) 將會亮起，以指示電池的電
量百分比（圖 J）。

   若 LED 燈不亮，請給電池充電。
注意：電池設計為當電量水平低於其容量的 20% 
時停止工作。當電池電量耗盡時，工具將停止運

行，直至電池重新充電。

	維護	

 您的 Stanley 插電式/充電式裝置/工具採用卓越
的設計，能夠長時間使用，並且只需最少的維護。

若要持續獲得滿意的操作效果，需進行正確的工

具維護和定期的清潔。 
  
  警告！	 在插電式/充電式電動工具上執行任何維護
工作之前：  
     請關閉電源並拔下裝置/工具的插頭。  
     定期使用軟刷或乾布清潔器具/工具/充電器
內的通風槽。  

     定期使用濕布清潔電動機外殼。請勿使用任
何研磨性或溶劑型清潔劑。  

     請定期打開夾頭並輕敲以清除內部的任何粉
塵（如安裝）。  

	選購配件	

 本工具的效能取決於所使用的配件。Stanley 配件
依據高品質標準進行規劃，專為增強本工具的效

能而設計。透過使用這些配件，工具將提供極佳

效能。 

			保護環境

分開收集。本產品必須與一般家庭廢物

分開處置。

若您發現本 Stanley 產品需要更換或再無
用處，請勿將其與家庭廢物一併處置。請

將其分類以進行單獨回收。

透過分開收集用過的產品與包裝，可以實
現材料的循環再生利用。重新使用回收的
材料有助於防止環境污染，並降低對原材

料的需求。
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ENGLISH (Original Instructions)

resume. 
WARNING! When the drill bit hits cement or the steel rebar 
in the cement, the tool may recoil dangerously. Please hold 
the tool tightly in a balanced and stable position at all times 
to prevent it from recoiling dangerously.  
Overload coupling device 
If the drill bit is caught or hooked, the driving force 
transmitted to the drill shaft will be cut off. This would 
generate a strong recoil, so it would be necessary to hold 
the tool tightly with both hands to remain in a stable position.  
Chipping and chiselling (fig. B)

 ♦ Set the mode selector switch (5) to the“hammering only”   
 position.

 ♦ Insert the appropriate chisel and rotate it by hand to lock 
it into positions.

 ♦ Adjust the side handle (9) as required.
 ♦ Switch on the tool and start working.
 ♦ Always switch off the tool when work is finished and 

before unplugging.
WARNING! Do not use this tool to mix or pump 
easily combustible or explosive fluids (benzine, 
alcohol, etc.). Do not mix or stir inflammable liquids 
labelled accordingly.

Accessories 
The performance of your tool depends on the accessory 
used. Stanley accessories are engineered to high quality 
standards and designed to enhance the performance of 
your tool. By using these accessories you will get the very 
best from your tool.  

MAINTENANCE 
Your Stanley corded/cordless appliance/tool has been 
designed to operate over a long period of time with a 
minimum of maintenance. To ensure satisfactory operations, 
the tool must be maintained and cleaned regularly  

WARNING: To reduce the risk of injury, turn 
unit off and disconnect machine from power 

source before installing and removing accessories, 
before adjusting or changing set-ups or when making 
repairs. Be sure the trigger switch is in the OFF position. 
An accidental start-up can cause injury.

 ♦ This machine is not user-serviceable. If problems occur 
contact an authorised repair agent.

 ♦ The tool will automatically switch off when the carbon 
brushes are worn.

WARNING! Before performing any maintenance on corded/ 
cordless power tools: 

 ♦ Switch off and unplug the appliance/tool.  
 ♦ Or switch off and remove the battery from the appliance/ 

tool if the appliance/tool has a separate battery pack.  
 ♦ Or run the battery down completely if it is integral and 

then switch off.  
 ♦ Unplug the charger before cleaning it. Your charger 

does not require any maintenance apart from regular 
cleaning.  

 ♦ Regularly clean the ventilation slots in your appliance/

tool/ charger using a soft brush or dry cloth.  
 ♦ Regularly clean the motor housing using a damp cloth. 

Do not use any abrasive or solvent-based cleaner.  
 ♦ Regularly open the chuck and tap it to remove any dust 

from the interior (when fitted). 
Lubrication
Your power tool requires no additional lubrication. 
Accessories and attachments used must be 
regularly lubrication around the SDS Plus fitment.

Cleaning 
WARNING! Blow dirt and dust out of the 
main housing with dry air as often as dirt is 
seen collecting in and around the air vents. 

Wear approved eye protection and approved dust 
mask when performing this procedure.  

WARNING! Never use solvents or other 
harsh chemicals for cleaning the non-

metallic parts of the tool. These chemicals may 
weaken the material of the parts. Use only mild 
soap and damp cloth to clean the tool. Never let any 
liquid get inside the tool,cleaning of gasoline or 
other chemicals, never immerse any part of the tool 
into liquid.

Optional Accessories
WARNING! Since accessories, other than those 
offered by Stanley, have not been tested with this 

product, use of such accessories with this tool could be 
hazardous. To reduce the risk of injury, only Stanley, 
recommended accessories should be used with this 
product.
Various types of SDS Plus drill bits and chisels are available 
as an option. 
Consult your dealer for further information on the 
appropriate accessories.
Protecting The Environment 

Separate collection. This product must not be 
disposed of with normal household waste. 
Should you find one day that your Stanley product 

needs replacement, or if it is of no further use to you, do 
not dispose of it with household waste. Please sort it out for 
separate recycling.  

Separate collection of used products and packaging 
allows materials to be recycled and used again. Re-
use of recycled materials helps prevent environmental 

pollution and reduces the demand for raw materials. 
Some local governments may require the local or municipal 
waste disposal centers or retailers of new products to 
provide households with electronic product recycling 
services.
Notes
STANLEY’s policy is one of continuous improvement to 
our products and as such, we reserve the right to change 
product specifications without prior notice.
Standard equipment and accessories may vary by country.

繁體中文
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e. 전동 공구를 실외에서 사용할 때는 실외 사용에 
적합한 연장 코드를 사용하십시오. 실외 사용에 
적합한 코드를 사용하면 감전 위험이 줄어듭니다.

f. 전동공구를 습한 공간에서 사용할 경우, 반드시 
누전 차단기(RCD)를 사용하십시오. 누전 차단기
(RCD)를 사용하면 감전의 위험이 줄어듭니다.

 3. 신체 안전 사항 
  a. 전동 공구로 작업할 때는 방심하지 말고 작업에 

주의하면서 상식에 따르십시오. 피곤한 상태이거나 
약물, 술, 치료제를 복용한 상태에서는 전동 공구를 
사용하지 마십시오.   전동 공구를 사용하다 잠깐만 
한 눈을 팔아도 심각한 부상을 당할 수 있습니다.  

  b. 신체 보호 장비를 착용하십시오. 항상 보안경을 
착용하십시오.   적합한 상황에서 방진 마스크, 미끄럼 
방지 안전화, 안전모 또는 청력 보호 기구 등의 보호 
장비를 사용하면 신체 부상 위험이 줄어듭니다.  

  c. 갑작스러운 장비 가동을 방지하십시오. 전원 및/
또는 배터리 팩에 연결한 상태로 공구를 선택 또는 
운반할 때는 사전에 스위치가 꺼짐 위치에 있는지 
반드시 확인하십시오.   스위치가 켜짐 위치에 있는 
상태에서 스위치에 손가락이 닿은 상태로 전동 
공구를 운반하거나 전동 공구에 전원을 공급하면 
사고가 발생합니다.  

  d. 전동 공구를 켜기 전에 모든 조정 키 또는 렌치를 
제거하십시오.   전동 공구의 회전 부품에 렌치나 
키가 부착되어 있으면 부상을 당할 수 있습니다.  

  e. 무리하게 팔을 뻗지 마십시오. 항상 올바른 자세로 
서서 균형을 유지하십시오.   그러면 예기치 않은 
상황에서의 전동 공구 제어 능력이 향상됩니다.  

  f. 적절한 의복을 착용하십시오. 헐렁한 옷이나 
장신구를 착용하지 마십시오. 머리카락, 옷 및 
장갑이 움직이는 부품에 닿지 않도록 유의하십시오.  
 헐렁한 옷, 장신구 또는 긴 머리가 움직이는 부품에 
낄 수 있습니다.  

  g. 먼지 배출 및 집진 시설 연결을 위한 장치가 제공된 
경우, 이들 장치가 연결되어 적절히 사용되고 있는지 
반드시 확인하십시오.   집진 장치를 사용하면 먼지와 
관련된 위험을 줄일 수 있습니다.  

 4. 전동 공구 사용 및 관리 
  a. 전동 공구에 무리한 힘을 가하지 마십시오. 해당 

용도에 맞는 올바른 전동 공구를 사용하십시오.  
 올바른 전동 공구를 사용해야 설계된 속도로 작업을 
더욱 안전하고 정확하게 수행할 수 있습니다.  

  b. 스위치 켜짐/꺼짐이 되지 않는 전동 공구는 사용하지 
마십시오.   스위치로 제어되지 않는 전동 공구는 
위험하며 수리해야 합니다.  

  c. 전동 공구를 조정하거나 액세서리를 변경하거나 
보관하기 전에 전원 및/또는 배터리 팩에서 
플러그를 빼십시오.   이러한 예방적 안전 조치를 

 용도 
 스탠리 SBR20 SDS 로타리 햄머는 나사를 조이고 가벼운 
치즐링 용도뿐만 아니라 나무, 금속 및 플라스틱과 석재 
드릴용으로 설계되었습니다. 이 공구는 전문가 및 제품 
사용 교육을 받은 개인 사용자용입니다. 

 안전 지침 

 전동 공구에 관한 일반 안전 경고 

  

  경고! 안전에 관한 모든 경고 및 모든 지시 
사항을 숙지하십시오.   아래 나열한 경고 및 
지시 사항을 준수하지 않으면 감전, 화재 
및/또는 심각한 부상을 초래할 수 있습니다.  

  
  향후 참고할 수 있도록 모든 경고 및 지시 사항을 
보관해두십시오.   경고에서 사용된 "전동 공구"라는 
말은 주 공급 전원에 의해 전기가 공급되는(유선) 전동 
공구 또는 충전식(무선) 전동 공구를 의미합니다.  

 1. 작업장 안전 
  a. 작업 영역을 청결하고 밝게 유지하십시오.  

 혼잡하거나 어두운 작업장에서는 사고가 
발생하기 쉽습니다.  

  b. 가연성 액체, 가스 또는 먼지 등 폭발 가능성이 
있는 환경에서 전동 공구를 사용하지 마십시오.  
 전동 공구에서 먼지나 가스를 발화시킬 수 있는 
불꽃이 튈 수 있습니다.  

  c. 전동 공구로 작업하는 동안에는 어린이와 주변 
사람들이 작업 영역에 가까이 들어오지 못하도록 
하십시오.   주변이 산만해져 통제력을 잃을 수 
있습니다.  

 2. 전기 안전 
  a. 전동공구의 플러그는 콘센트와 형식이 일치해야 

하며, 플러그를 어떤 형태로든 개조 하지 마십시오. 
접지된(지면 접지) 전동 공구에 어떤 어댑터 
플러그도 사용하지 마십시오.   개조되지 않은 
플러그 및 형식이 일치하는 콘센트를 사용하면 
감전 위험이 줄어듭니다.  

  b. 파이프, 라디에이터, 렌지 및 냉장고 등과 같이 
접지된 표면에 몸이 닿지 않도록 하십시오.  
 신체가 접지되어 있으면, 감전 위험이 높아집니다.  

  c. 전동 공구를 비 또는 습한 환경에 노출하지 않도록 
주의하십시오.   전동 공구에 물이 들어가면 감전 
위험이 높아집니다.  

d. 코드를 함부로 다루지 마십시오. 코드를 사용하여 
전동 공구를 운반하거나 잡아당기거나 플러그를 
뽑지 마십시오. 열, 오일, 날카로운 모서리 또는 
움직이는 부품에서 멀리 떨어진 장소에 코드를 
보관하십시오. 코드가 손상되거나 얽혀 있으면 
감전 위험이 높아집니다.
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따라야 전동 공구가 갑자기 작동할 위험이 
줄어듭니다.  

  d. 사용하지 않는 전동 공구는 어린이의 손이 닿지 
않는 곳에 보관하고, 전동 공구나 본 지시 사항에 
익숙하지 않은 사람이 전동 공구를 절대 사용하지 
못하게 하십시오.   전동 공구는 훈련을 받지 않은 
사용자가 다루면 위험합니다.  

  e. 전동 공구 유지 보수. 움직이는 부품의 잘못된 
정렬이나 바인딩, 부품 파손 및 기타 전동 공구의 
작동에 영향을 미칠 수 있는 상태가 있는지 
확인하십시오. 손상된 부분이 있는 경우 사용하기 
전에 전동 공구를 수리하십시오.   많은 사고는 전동 
공구를 제대로 유지 보수하지 않아 발생합니다.  

  f. 절삭 공구를 예리하고 깨끗한 상태로 유지하십시오.  
 절단지석 가장자리를 예리하게 잘 유지하면 
절단기를 사용할 때 바인딩이 적고 다루기가 
용이합니다.  

  g. 작업 환경과 수행할 작업을 고려하여, 본 지시 
사항에 따라 전동 공구, 액세서리 및 툴 비트 
등을 사용하십시오.   본 사용 설명서의 내용과 
다른 용도로 전동 공구를 사용하면 위험한 상황이 
발생할 수 있습니다.  

 5.  배터리 공구 사용 및 관리 
  a. 다시 충전할 때는 제조업체에서 지정한 충전기만 

사용하십시오. 하나의 배터리 팩 유형에 적합한 
충전기를 다른 배터리 팩과 함께 사용할 경우 
화재의 위험이 있습니다.

b. 전동 공구를 사용할 때는 특수 설계된 배터리 
팩을 함께 사용하십시오. 다른 배터리 팩을 
사용하면 부상을 입거나 화재의 위험이 있습니다.

c. 배터리 팩을 사용하지 않을 때에는 클립, 동전, 
열쇠, 못, 나사 등의 금속 물체나, 단자 간에 
연결할 수 있는 작은 금속 물체가 닿지 않도록 
멀리 두십시오. 배터리 단자가 단락되면 화상을 
입거나 화재가 발생할 위험이 있습니다.

d. 배터리를 과다 사용하면 액체가 배터리에서 흘러 
나올 수 있으므로 접촉을 피하십시오. 실수로 
접촉한 경우에는 물로 씻으십시오. 액체가 눈에 
들어가면 치료를 받으십시오. 배터리에서 나온 
액체는 통증을 유발하거나 화상을 입힐 수 있습니다  .  

6 .   정비 
 a. 자격을 갖춘 기술자가 동일 교체 부품을 사용하여 

정비 작업을 수행해야 합니다.  그래야 전동 공구의 
안전이 보장됩니다.  

햄머 안전 경고  

  

  경고!   로타리 및 치즐링 햄머에 대한 햄머 
안전 경고  

       귀 보호 장구를 착용하십시오.   소음에 노출되면 
청력이 손상될 수 있습니다.  

     공구와 함께 제공된 보조 핸들을 사용하십시오.  
 제어력을 잃으면 신체 부상을 당할 수 있습니다.  

     절삭 액세서리가 숨겨진 배선에 접촉할 수 있는 
작업을 수행할 때는 절연된 손잡이 표면만 닿도록 
하여 전동 공구를 잡으십시오.   "전류가 흐르는" 
전선에 접촉된 절삭 액세서리는 전동 공구의 
노출된 금속 부품을 "전류가 흐르는" 상태로 
만들어 작업자를 감전시킬 수 있습니다.  

     절대 치즐 액세서리를 회전 모드로 사용하지 
마십시오.   액세서리가 작업물에 끼어 드릴을 
회전시킵니다.  

     클램프 또는 다른 적절한 방식을 이용하여 안정된 
작업대에 작업 공구들을 고정 및 지지하십시오.  
 작업물을 손으로 잡거나 몸으로 지탱하는 행동은 
불안정하여 제어력을 잃을 수 있습니다.  

     벽, 바닥 또는 천장에 드릴 작업을 하기 전에 배선 
및 파이프의 위치를 확인하십시오.  

     드릴 작업을 한 후에는 드릴 끝이 뜨거울 수 있으므로 
만지지 마십시오.  

     이 공구는 신체, 지각 또는 정신 능력이 낮거나 경험 
및 지식이 부족한 사람(어린이 포함)이 사용하도록 
설계되지 않았습니다. 이러한 사람이 사용할 때는 
안전 책임자의 감독 또는 제품 사용과 관련된 
지시 사항이 필요합니다. 어린이가 본 제품을 
가지고 놀지 못하도록 항상 주시해야 합니다.  

     본 사용 설명서에 제품의 용도가 설명되어 
있습니다. 본 사용 설명서에서 권장하는 방식 
이외의 다른 방식으로 본 공구를 조작하거나 
액세서리 또는 부착물을 사용하는 경우 신체 
부상의 위험이 있거나 재산상의 손해가 발생할 
수 있습니다.  

     작업 중에 먼지나 비산 파편이 생길 경우에는 
항상 안면 마스크나 방진 마스크를 착용하십시오.  

 다른 사람들의 안전 
     이 제품은 신체, 지각 또는 정신 능력이 낮거나 

경험 및 지식이 부족한 사람(어린이 포함)이 
사용하도록 설계되지 않았습니다. 이러한 사람이 
사용할 때는 안전 책임자의 감독 또는 제품 
사용과 관련된 지시 사항이 필요합니다.  

     어린이가 본 제품을 가지고 놀지 못하도록 항상 
주시해야 합니다.  
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배터리와 충전기 관련 추가 안전 지시 사항

 배터리 
     어떤 이유로든 배터리 팩을 절대 열려고 하지 

마십시오.  
     배터리에 물이 닿지 않도록 하십시오.  
     온도가 40 °C를 초과할 수 있는 곳에 보관하지 

마십시오.  
     주변 온도가 10 °C - 40 °C 사이에 있을 때에만 

충전하십시오.  
     충전할 때는 이 공구와 함께 제공된 충전기만 

사용해야 합니다.  
     배터리를 폐기할 때는 "환경 보호" 섹션에 나와 

있는 지시 사항을 따르십시오.  

 p  손상된 배터리를 충전하지 마십시오. 

 충전기 
     공구와 함께 제공된 배터리를 충전할 때는 스탠리 

충전기만 사용하십시오. 다른 배터리를 사용하면 
배터리가 폭발하여 신체 부상을 당하거나 손해를 
입을 수 있습니다.  

     절대로 비충전식 배터리를 충전하려고 하지 
마십시오.  

     손상된 코드는 즉시 교체하십시오.  
     충전기에 물이 닿지 않도록 하십시오.  
     충전기를 해체하거나 열지 마십시오.  
     충전기를 시험하지 마십시오.  

$ 충전기는 실내용으로만 사용합니다.

+ 사용하기 전에 사용 설명서의 내용을 
숙지하십시오.

전기 안전

#  본 충전기는 이중으로 절연되어 있으므로 
접지가 필요 없습니다. 전원 전압이 명판에 
기재된 전압과 일치하는지 항상 확인하십시오. 
충전기를 절대로 일반 전원 플러그로 교체하지 
마십시오. 

  
   전원 코드가 손상된 경우 사고가 발생하지 

않도록 제조업체 또는 공인 스탠리 서비스 
센터에서 교체해야 합니다.    

 기타 발생 가능한 위험 
 공구를 사용할 때 동봉된 안전 경고에 포함되어 있지 
않은 기타 발생 가능한 위험들이 있을 수 있습니다. 
이러한 위험은 오용, 장시간 사용 등으로 인해 발생할 
수 있습니다. 
 관련된 안전 규정을 준수하고 안전 장치를 사용한다고 
해도 어떤 위험들은 피하지 못할 수도 있습니다. 이러한 
위험으로는 다음과 같은 것들이 있습니다. 
     회전 부품이나 작동 부품을 만져 발생하는 부상.  
     부품, 톱날 또는 액세서리 변경으로 인한 부상.  
     장시간에 걸친 공구 사용으로 인한 부상. 어떤 

공구이든 장시간에 걸쳐 사용할 때는 반드시 
정기적인 휴식을 취하십시오.  

     청력 손상.  
     공구 사용 중에 발생하는 먼지를 호흡하여 유발되는 

건강 위해성(예: 목재, 특히 오크, 너도밤나무 및 MDF 
가공 작업).  

 공구 라벨 
공구에는 날짜 코드와 함께 다음과 같은 기호가 
표시되어 있습니다.

경고! 부상 위험을 줄이려면 사용자는 사
용 전에 사용 설명서를 주의 깊게 읽어야 
합니다.

귀 보호 장구를 착용하십시오.

항상 보호 안경 또는 고글을 착용하십시오.

V 볼트 직류 전류

A 암페어 no 무부하 속도

Hz 헤르츠 클래스 II 건설 산
업용

W 와트 접지 단자

분 분 안전 경고 기호

교류 전류 /분. 분당 회전 또는 왕
복 수

데이터 코드 위치(그림 C)
날짜 코드(19)에는 제조년도도 포함되며 케이스에 
인쇄되어 있습니다. 
예:

2018 XX 58
제조년도
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g.  Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into 
account the working conditions and the work to 
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service 
a.  Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement 
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained.  

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

 ♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss.  

 ♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool. 
Loss of control can cause personal injury.  

 ♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock.  

 ♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill.  

 ♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control.  

 ♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes.  

 ♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding.  

 ♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 

 ♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.  

 ♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories.  

 ♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks.  

 ♦ Impairment of hearing.  
 ♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
 ♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

 ♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual

 ♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 
which may have occurred during transport.

 ♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 
manual prior to operation.
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and may lead to loss of control.  

 ♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes.  

 ♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding.  

 ♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 

 ♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.  

 ♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories.  

 ♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks.  

 ♦ Impairment of hearing.  
 ♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
 ♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

 ♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual

 ♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 
which may have occurred during transport.

 ♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 
manual prior to operation.

ENGLISH (Original Instructions)
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g.  Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc.
in accordance with these instructions, taking into 
account the working conditions and the work to
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service
a.  Have your power tool serviced by a qualified

repair person using only identical replacement
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained. 

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause

hearing loss. 
♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool.

Loss of control can cause personal injury. 
♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces,

when performing an operation where the cutting
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and
could give the operator an electric shock. 

♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill. 

♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable
and may lead to loss of control. 
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location of wiring and pipes. 

♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as
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performance of any operation with this tool other than
those recommended in this instruction manual may
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 
♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts. 
♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or

accessories. 

♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular
breaks. 

♦ Impairment of hearing. 
♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed
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♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

V Volts Direct Current
A Amperes n0 No-Load Speed

Hz Hertz Class II Construction

W Watts Earthing Terminal

min minutes Safety Alert Symbol

Alternating
Current /min.

Revolutions or 
Reciprocation per 
minute

Position of Date Code (FIG. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC) (Optional)
1 Instruction manual
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포장에는 다음 내용물이 들어 있습니다
1 x BL 햄머
2 x 4Ah 배터리
1 x 2Ah 충전기
1 x 사용설명서
1 x 제품보증카드
1 x 서비스 센터 목록
1 x 공구 박스
   운반 중에 발생할 수 있는 공구, 부품 또는 

액세서리의 손상 여부를 확인하십시오.
   작동 전에 시간을 내어 본 사용 설명서를 읽고 

숙지하십시오.

 기능(그림 C) 
 본 공구에는 다음 기능들 중 일부 또는 모두가 포함되어 
있습니다. 
  1. 켜짐/꺼짐 스위치 
  2. 전진/후진  전환레버
  3. 모드 전환레버 
  4. 깊이조절 가이드 
  5. 공구 홀더 
  6. 사이드 핸들 
  7. 배터리    
  20. LED 작업등    
  21. 배터리 잔량표시계     

 조립

   사용법 
  경고!   공구를 정상 속도로 가동하십시오. 과부하가 
발생하면 안 됩니다.  

배터리 충전(그림 A)
 배터리를 처음 사용하기 전에 배터리가 완충되어 있는지 
확인하십시오. 배터리 충전중에 배터리 표면이 일시적으로 
뜨거워질 수 있습니다. 이는 정상적인 현상이며 고장이 
아닙니다. 
  경고!   주변 온도가 10 °C 미만이거나 40 °C 이상일 
때는 배터리를 충전하지 마십시오. 권장 충전 온도: 
약 24 °C.  
  참고: 전지 온도가 10°C 미만이거나 40°C를 초과했을 
때는 충전기가 배터리를 충전하지 않습니다.
배터리를 충전기에 남겨 둘 경우 전지  온도 가 증가하거나 
냉각되면 충전기가 자동으로 충전을 시작합니다.   
       배터리를 충전하려면, 배터리(7)를 충전기(9)에 

끼웁니다.   배터리는 충전기에 한 방향으로만 
장착됩니다.

     충전기(9)의 플러그를 적합한 전원에 꽂고 
스위치를 켭니다.  

       배터리는 주기적으로 충전하십시오. 방전된 상태로 
보관하면 배터리 수명이 크게 저하됩니다.  

       배터리 장착 및 분리(그림 B) 
     배터리를 끼우려면 배터리를 공구(11)의 배터리 

장착부에 맞춥니다. 배터리를 배터리 장착부에 
밀어 넣어 제자리에 끼웁니다.  

     배터리를 분리하려면 해제 버튼(12)을 누르고 
배터리를 배터리 장착부에서 뺍니다.  

  사이드 핸들 장착(그림 C) 
     그림과 같이 사이드 핸들(6)이 공구 앞으로 밀 수 

있을 때까지 그립을 시계 반대 방향으로 돌립니다.  
     원하는 위치로 사이드 핸들을 돌립니다.  
     그립을 시계 방향으로 돌려서 사이드 핸들을 조입니다.  

 깊이 조절 가이드 장착 및 설정(그림 C) 
     버튼(8)을 누릅니다.  
     그림과 같이 깊이 조절 가이드(4)를 장착 구멍에 

끼웁니다.  
     깊이 조절 가이드(4)를 필요한 위치로 설정합니다. 

최대 드릴 깊이는 드릴 비트 끝과 깊이 조절 가이드 
간 거리와 같습니다.  

     버튼(8)에서 손을 뗍니다.  

 액세서리 장착(그림 D - E) 
     액세서리의 샹크(13)를 닦고 그리스를 바릅니다.  
     슬리브(14)를 뒤로 당기고 공구 홀더(5)에 샹크를 

끼우십시오.  
     액세서리 아래를 밀어 슬롯에 맞을 때까지 약간 

돌립니다.  
     액세서리를 잡아 당겨 제대로 잠겼는지 확인하십시오. 

햄머 기능을 사용하려면 공구 홀더에 잠겨 있을 
때 액세서리를 축 방향으로 몇 센티미터 이동할 
수 있어야 합니다.  

     액세서리를 분리하려면, 슬리브(14)를 뒤로 당겨서 
액세서리를 당겨 뺍니다.  

 키 척(그림 F) (선택사항) 
     슬리브(15)를 시계 반대 방향으로 돌려 척을 여십시오.  
     비트 샹크(17)를 척에 삽입합니다.  
     척의 옆면에 있는 각 구멍(16)마다 척 키(18) (선택적)

를 끼우고 꽉 조여질 때까지 시계 방향으로 돌리십시오.  
      경고!   벽, 바닥 또는 천장에 드릴 작업을 하기 전에 
배선 및 파이프의 위치를 확인하십시오.  
    경고!   공구가 드릴 모드에 있을 때는 치즐을 쓰지 
마십시오.  
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포장에는 다음 내용물이 들어 있습니다
1 x BL 햄머
2 x 4Ah 배터리
1 x 2Ah 충전기
1 x 사용설명서
1 x 제품보증카드
1 x 서비스 센터 목록
1 x 공구 박스
   운반 중에 발생할 수 있는 공구, 부품 또는 

액세서리의 손상 여부를 확인하십시오.
   작동 전에 시간을 내어 본 사용 설명서를 읽고 

숙지하십시오.

 기능(그림 C) 
 본 공구에는 다음 기능들 중 일부 또는 모두가 포함되어 
있습니다. 
  1. 켜짐/꺼짐 스위치 
  2. 전진/후진  전환레버
  3. 모드 전환레버 
  4. 깊이조절 가이드 
  5. 공구 홀더 
  6. 사이드 핸들 
  7. 배터리    
  20. LED 작업등    
  21. 배터리 잔량표시계     

 조립

   사용법 
  경고!   공구를 정상 속도로 가동하십시오. 과부하가 
발생하면 안 됩니다.  

배터리 충전(그림 A)
 배터리를 처음 사용하기 전에 배터리가 완충되어 있는지 
확인하십시오. 배터리 충전중에 배터리 표면이 일시적으로 
뜨거워질 수 있습니다. 이는 정상적인 현상이며 고장이 
아닙니다. 
  경고!   주변 온도가 10 °C 미만이거나 40 °C 이상일 
때는 배터리를 충전하지 마십시오. 권장 충전 온도: 
약 24 °C.  
  참고: 전지 온도가 10°C 미만이거나 40°C를 초과했을 
때는 충전기가 배터리를 충전하지 않습니다.
배터리를 충전기에 남겨 둘 경우 전지  온도 가 증가하거나 
냉각되면 충전기가 자동으로 충전을 시작합니다.   
       배터리를 충전하려면, 배터리(7)를 충전기(9)에 

끼웁니다.   배터리는 충전기에 한 방향으로만 
장착됩니다.

     충전기(9)의 플러그를 적합한 전원에 꽂고 
스위치를 켭니다.  

       배터리는 주기적으로 충전하십시오. 방전된 상태로 
보관하면 배터리 수명이 크게 저하됩니다.  

       배터리 장착 및 분리(그림 B) 
     배터리를 끼우려면 배터리를 공구(11)의 배터리 

장착부에 맞춥니다. 배터리를 배터리 장착부에 
밀어 넣어 제자리에 끼웁니다.  

     배터리를 분리하려면 해제 버튼(12)을 누르고 
배터리를 배터리 장착부에서 뺍니다.  

  사이드 핸들 장착(그림 C) 
     그림과 같이 사이드 핸들(6)이 공구 앞으로 밀 수 

있을 때까지 그립을 시계 반대 방향으로 돌립니다.  
     원하는 위치로 사이드 핸들을 돌립니다.  
     그립을 시계 방향으로 돌려서 사이드 핸들을 조입니다.  

 깊이 조절 가이드 장착 및 설정(그림 C) 
     버튼(8)을 누릅니다.  
     그림과 같이 깊이 조절 가이드(4)를 장착 구멍에 

끼웁니다.  
     깊이 조절 가이드(4)를 필요한 위치로 설정합니다. 

최대 드릴 깊이는 드릴 비트 끝과 깊이 조절 가이드 
간 거리와 같습니다.  

     버튼(8)에서 손을 뗍니다.  

 액세서리 장착(그림 D - E) 
     액세서리의 샹크(13)를 닦고 그리스를 바릅니다.  
     슬리브(14)를 뒤로 당기고 공구 홀더(5)에 샹크를 

끼우십시오.  
     액세서리 아래를 밀어 슬롯에 맞을 때까지 약간 

돌립니다.  
     액세서리를 잡아 당겨 제대로 잠겼는지 확인하십시오. 

햄머 기능을 사용하려면 공구 홀더에 잠겨 있을 
때 액세서리를 축 방향으로 몇 센티미터 이동할 
수 있어야 합니다.  

     액세서리를 분리하려면, 슬리브(14)를 뒤로 당겨서 
액세서리를 당겨 뺍니다.  

 키 척(그림 F) (선택사항) 
     슬리브(15)를 시계 반대 방향으로 돌려 척을 여십시오.  
     비트 샹크(17)를 척에 삽입합니다.  
     척의 옆면에 있는 각 구멍(16)마다 척 키(18) (선택적)

를 끼우고 꽉 조여질 때까지 시계 방향으로 돌리십시오.  
      경고!   벽, 바닥 또는 천장에 드릴 작업을 하기 전에 
배선 및 파이프의 위치를 확인하십시오.  
    경고!   공구가 드릴 모드에 있을 때는 치즐을 쓰지 
마십시오.  
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참고: 이 배터리는 용량의 20% 미만 충전 시에는 작
동되지 않도록 설계되었습니다. 배터리 충전이 고갈
되면, 배터리가 재충전될 때까지 공구가 작동되지 않
습니다.

 유지 보수 
 스탠리 유선/무선 기기/공구는 최소한의 유지 보수로 
장기간에 걸쳐 작업이 가능하도록 설계되어 있습니다. 
만족스러운 연속 작동은 적절한 공구 관리와 정기적인 
청소에 따라 그 성능이 달라질 수 있습니다. 
  
  경고!   유선/무선 전동 공구에 유지보수를 수행하기 
전에:  
     제품/공구의 전원 플러그를 뽑으십시오.  
     부드러운 브러시와 마른 헝겊으로 기기/공구/

충전기의 환기 슬롯을 주기적으로 청소하십시오.  
     젖은 헝겊으로 모터 하우징을 주기적으로 

청소하십시오. 연마재 및 유성 클리너를 사용하지 
마십시오.  

     척을 주기적으로 열고 가볍게 두드려 내부의 
먼지를 털어내십시오.  

 선택 액세서리 
 전동 공구의 성능은 사용한 액세서리에 따라 결정됩니다. 
스탠리 액세서리는 높은 품질 기준을 만족하도록 
제조되었으며, 공구의 성능을 향상시키도록 설계되었습니다. 
이러한 액세서리를 사용함으로써 공구의 기능을 최대한 
활용할 수 있습니다. 

   환경 보호
분리 수거. 본 제품을 일반 가정용 쓰레기로 
처리하면 안됩니다.

스탠리 제품을 교체해야 하거나 더 이상 쓸모
가 없어졌다고 판단될 때는 본 제품을 가정용 
쓰레기와 함께 처리하지 마십시오. 분리 재활
용으로 분류하십시오.

사용하던 제품과 포장을 분리 수거하면 자원을 
재활용 및 재사용할 수 있습니다. 재활용 자원을 
이용하면 환경 오염이 방지되고 고철 자원에 
대한 수요를 줄일 수 있습니다.

일부 지방 정부는 가정에 가전제품 재활용 서비스를 
제공하기 위해 지역 또는 지방 자치제의 폐기물 처리 
센터 또는 신제품 소매점이 필요할 수 있습니다.
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ENGLISH (Original Instructions)

resume. 
WARNING! When the drill bit hits cement or the steel rebar 
in the cement, the tool may recoil dangerously. Please hold 
the tool tightly in a balanced and stable position at all times 
to prevent it from recoiling dangerously.  
Overload coupling device 
If the drill bit is caught or hooked, the driving force 
transmitted to the drill shaft will be cut off. This would 
generate a strong recoil, so it would be necessary to hold 
the tool tightly with both hands to remain in a stable position.  
Chipping and chiselling (fig. B)

 ♦ Set the mode selector switch (5) to the“hammering only”   
 position.

 ♦ Insert the appropriate chisel and rotate it by hand to lock 
it into positions.

 ♦ Adjust the side handle (9) as required.
 ♦ Switch on the tool and start working.
 ♦ Always switch off the tool when work is finished and 

before unplugging.
WARNING! Do not use this tool to mix or pump 
easily combustible or explosive fluids (benzine, 
alcohol, etc.). Do not mix or stir inflammable liquids 
labelled accordingly.

Accessories 
The performance of your tool depends on the accessory 
used. Stanley accessories are engineered to high quality 
standards and designed to enhance the performance of 
your tool. By using these accessories you will get the very 
best from your tool.  

MAINTENANCE 
Your Stanley corded/cordless appliance/tool has been 
designed to operate over a long period of time with a 
minimum of maintenance. To ensure satisfactory operations, 
the tool must be maintained and cleaned regularly  

WARNING: To reduce the risk of injury, turn 
unit off and disconnect machine from power 

source before installing and removing accessories, 
before adjusting or changing set-ups or when making 
repairs. Be sure the trigger switch is in the OFF position. 
An accidental start-up can cause injury.

 ♦ This machine is not user-serviceable. If problems occur 
contact an authorised repair agent.

 ♦ The tool will automatically switch off when the carbon 
brushes are worn.

WARNING! Before performing any maintenance on corded/ 
cordless power tools: 

 ♦ Switch off and unplug the appliance/tool.  
 ♦ Or switch off and remove the battery from the appliance/ 

tool if the appliance/tool has a separate battery pack.  
 ♦ Or run the battery down completely if it is integral and 

then switch off.  
 ♦ Unplug the charger before cleaning it. Your charger 

does not require any maintenance apart from regular 
cleaning.  

 ♦ Regularly clean the ventilation slots in your appliance/

tool/ charger using a soft brush or dry cloth.  
 ♦ Regularly clean the motor housing using a damp cloth. 

Do not use any abrasive or solvent-based cleaner.  
 ♦ Regularly open the chuck and tap it to remove any dust 

from the interior (when fitted). 
Lubrication
Your power tool requires no additional lubrication. 
Accessories and attachments used must be 
regularly lubrication around the SDS Plus fitment.

Cleaning 
WARNING! Blow dirt and dust out of the 
main housing with dry air as often as dirt is 
seen collecting in and around the air vents. 

Wear approved eye protection and approved dust 
mask when performing this procedure.  

WARNING! Never use solvents or other 
harsh chemicals for cleaning the non-

metallic parts of the tool. These chemicals may 
weaken the material of the parts. Use only mild 
soap and damp cloth to clean the tool. Never let any 
liquid get inside the tool,cleaning of gasoline or 
other chemicals, never immerse any part of the tool 
into liquid.

Optional Accessories
WARNING! Since accessories, other than those 
offered by Stanley, have not been tested with this 

product, use of such accessories with this tool could be 
hazardous. To reduce the risk of injury, only Stanley, 
recommended accessories should be used with this 
product.
Various types of SDS Plus drill bits and chisels are available 
as an option. 
Consult your dealer for further information on the 
appropriate accessories.
Protecting The Environment 

Separate collection. This product must not be 
disposed of with normal household waste. 
Should you find one day that your Stanley product 

needs replacement, or if it is of no further use to you, do 
not dispose of it with household waste. Please sort it out for 
separate recycling.  

Separate collection of used products and packaging 
allows materials to be recycled and used again. Re-
use of recycled materials helps prevent environmental 

pollution and reduces the demand for raw materials. 
Some local governments may require the local or municipal 
waste disposal centers or retailers of new products to 
provide households with electronic product recycling 
services.
Notes
STANLEY’s policy is one of continuous improvement to 
our products and as such, we reserve the right to change 
product specifications without prior notice.
Standard equipment and accessories may vary by country.

전원 켜기 및 끄기(그림 G)
     공구 스위치를 켜려면 on/off 스위치(1)를 누릅니다.  
     공구 스위치를 끄려면 on/off 스위치를 놓습니다.  

전진/후진 작동(그림 H)
   전환레버(2)를 이동해 필요한 방향을 나타냅니다.

 작동 모드 선택(그림 I) 
 세 개의 작동 모드에서 공구를 사용할 수 있습니다. 
     작동 모드 전환레버(3)를 작동하려면, 잠금 해제 

버튼(22)을 누르고 기호로 표시된 대로 전환레버를 
필요한 위치로 돌립니다.  

 드릴 작업 
     철재, 목재 및 플라스틱에서 드릴 작업을 하거나 

나사를 박는 경우, 작동 모드 전환레버(3)를   
위치(I1)로 설정하십시오.  

 햄머 드릴 작업 
     석재 및 콘크리트에서 햄머 드릴 작업 시에는, 작동 

모드 전환레버(3)를   위치(I2)로 설정합니다. 햄머 
드릴 작업 시, 공구가 튀거나 부드럽게 작동되어서는 
안됩니다. 필요할 경우, 속도를 높이십시오.  

 치즐링 
     스핀들 잠금 장치로 햄머 드릴 작업을 하거나 가벼운 

치즐링 및 파쇄 작업의 경우 작동 모드 전환레버(3)
를  위치(I3)로 설정합니다.  

     햄머 드릴 작업에서 치즐링으로 변경할 때 치즐을 
원하는 위치로 돌립니다. 모드 변경 동안 저항이 
느껴지는 경우, 치즐을 약간 돌려서 스핀들 잠금 
장치를 작동합니다.  

LED 작업등
트리거 스위치(1)를 당겨 공구가 작동되면, 통합 LED 
작업등(20)이 작업 영역을 자동으로 비춥니다. 참고: 
작업등은 인접한 작업대를 비추기 위한 것이며 손전
등으로 사용하기 위한 것이 아닙니다.

배터리 잔량표시계(그림 J)
공구에는 배터리 잔량표시계(21)가 장착되어 있습니다. 
이는 배터리의 현재 충전 상태를 표시합니다. 공구의 
기능성을 나타내는 것이 아니며 제품 구성품, 온도 및 
최종 사용자의 용도에 따라 변경될 수 있습니다.
사용 중 배터리 충전 상태 확인:
   배터리 잔량표시계 버튼(J1)을 누릅니다.
   배터리의 충전 비율을 표시하면서 세 개의 LED 

(J2)가 점등됩니다(그림 J).
   LED 등이 점등되지 않을 경우, 배터리를 충전하십시오.
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참고
STANLEY의 정책은 제품을 지속적으로 개선시키는 
것이기 때문에 사전 통지 없이 제품 사양이 변경될 
수 있습니다.
기본 장비 및 액세서리 구성은 각 국가에 따라 다를 
수 있습니다.
제품 사양은 국가에 따라 다를 수 있습니다.
국가에 따라 판매하지 않는 제품도 있을 수 있습니다. 
제품 판매 여부는 해당 지역에 있는 스탠리 판매점으
로 문의하십시오.

기술 데이터 

SBR20

 입력 전압  V 
DC 

 18  

 무부하 속도  분 -1  0 - 2200  

 분당타격수  분 -1  0 - 5775  

 무게  kg  2.80 

 최대 드릴 용량 

 콘크리트  mm 20  

 철재  mm  13 

목재  mm 30  

배터리 SCB20D    SCB20M    STBL184L

전압 VDC 18                 18                   18

용량 Ah 2.0               4.0                  4.0

타입 리튬 이온     리튬 이온       리튬 이온

충전기 SC201                   SC202

입력 전압 VAC 230                         230

출력 전압 VDC 18                           18

전류 A 1.0                          2.0
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  ค) อยา่ใหเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าถกูฝนหรอืเปียกนํ �า    
นํ้าที่เขาเครื่องมือไฟฟาจะทําใหมีความเสี่ยงใน
การถูกไฟฟาช็อตเพิ่มขึ้น  

ง) หา้มใชส้ายไฟผดิวตัถปุระสงค ์ไมใ่ชส้ายไฟ
เพื�อทาํการหิ�ว ดงึหรอืถอดปล ั�กโดยจบัที�
สายไฟ เก็บสายไฟใหพ้น้จากความรอ้น 
นํ �ามนั ของมคีม หรอืชิ�นสว่นที�กาํลงัเคลื�อนที� 
สายไฟที่ชํารุดหรือพันกันเปนการเพิ่มความเสี่ยง
จากการถูกไฟฟาช็อต

จ) เมื�อใชเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้านอกอาคาร ใหใ้ช้
สายตอ่พว่งที�เหมาะสาํหรบัการใชง้านนอก
อาคาร การใชสายไฟที่เหมาะสําหรับการใชงาน
นอกอาคารจะชวยลดความเสี่ยงจากการเกิด
ไฟฟาช็อต

ฉ) หากไมส่ามารถหลกีเลี�ยงการใชเ้ครื�องมอื
ไฟฟ้าในบรเิวณที�ชื�นแฉะได ้ใหใ้ชอ้ปุกรณ์
ป้องกนัไฟดดู (RCD) การใช RCD จะเปน
การลดความเสี่ยงจากการถูกไฟฟาช็อต

 3. ความปลอดภยัสว่นบคุคล
   ก) ตื�นตวัและมสีมาธกิบัส ิ�งที�คณุกาํลงัทาํ 

รวมท ั�งใชส้ามญัสาํนกึในขณะที�กาํลงัใชง้าน
เครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า หา้มใชเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าใน
ขณะที�คณุกาํลงัเหนื�อยหรอืไดร้บัอทิธพิล
จากยา แอลกอฮอล ์หรอืการรกัษาบางอยา่ง
  การขาดความระมัดระวังในการใชเครื่องมือไฟฟา
แมชั่วขณะหนึ่งอาจทําใหบาดเจ็บสาหัสได  

  ข) ใชอ้ปุกรณค์ุม้ครองความปลอดภยัสว่นบคุคล
สวมอปุกรณป้์องกนัดวงตาเสมอ   อุปกรณ
ปองกัน เชน หนากากกันฝุน รองเทานิรภัยกันลื่น
หมวกนิรภัย หรืออุปกรณปองกันเสียงดังสําหรับ
สภาพที่เหมาะสมจะชวยลดอาการบาดเจ็บทาง
รางกาย  

  ค) ป้องกนัเครื�องเปิดทาํงานโดยไมต่ ั�งใจ สวติช์
ตอ้งอยูใ่นตาํแหนง่ปิดกอ่นที�จะเสยีบปล ั�ก
ของเครื�องเขา้กบัแหลง่จา่ยไฟ และ/หรอื
แบตเตอรี� หรอืกอ่นยกหรอืหิ�วเครื�องมอื   
การยกเครื่องมือไฟฟาในขณะที่นิ้วอยูที่สวิตช 
หรือใชเครื่องมือไฟฟาที่สวิตชเปดอยู อาจทําให
เกิดอุบัติเหตุได  

  ง) ถอดกญุแจปรบัแตง่หรอืประแจออกกอ่นเปิด
สวติชเ์ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า   ประแจหรือกุญแจที่
เสียบคางอยูในชิ้นสวนที่หมุนไดของเครื่องมือ
ไฟฟาอาจทําใหไดรับบาดเจ็บได  

  จ) หา้มยนืเขยง่เทา้ขณะใชเ้ครื�อง ควรยนืในทา่ที�
เหมาะสมและสมดลุตลอดเวลา   เพื่อชวยในการ
ควบคุมเครื่องมือไฟฟาไดดียิ่งขึ้นในสถานการณที่
ไมคาดคิด  

  ฉ) แตง่กายใหเ้หมาะสม หา้มสวมเสื�อผา้หลวม
หรอืใสเ่ครื�องประดบั รวบผม ชายเสื�อ และ
ถงุมอืใหห้า่งจากชิ�นสว่นที�กาํลงัหมนุ   เสื้อผาที่

 วตัถปุระสงคใ์นการใชง้าน 
 สวานโรตารี่รุน SBR20 SDS ของ Stanley ไดรับ
การออกแบบมาสําหรับการเจาะไม โลหะ พลาสติก 
และปูน รวมถึงการใชสําหรับการขันสกรูและการสกัด
ในงานที่ไมหนักมาก เครื่องมือเหลานี้มีวัตถุประสงค
เพื่อการใชงานของผูใชระดับมืออาชีพ สวนตัว และ
ผูใชทั่วไป 

 คาํแนะนําดา้นความปลอดภยั 

 คาํเตอืนเพื�อความปลอดภยัสาํหรบั
เครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าท ั�วไป 

  

  คาํเตอืน! อา่นคาํเตอืนดา้นความ
ปลอดภยัและคาํแนะนําท ั�งหมด  
การไมปฏิบัติตามคําเตือนและคําแนะนํา
ตามที่ระบุไวดานลางนี้ อาจทําใหถูก
ไฟฟาช็อต เกิดเพลิงไหมและ/หรือไดรับ
บาดเจ็บสาหัสได  

  
  โปรดเก็บรกัษาคาํเตอืนและขอ้ปฏบิตัทิ ั�งหมดนี�ไว ้
เพื�อใชอ้า้งองิในภายหลงั   คําวา “เครื่องมือไฟฟา” 
ในคําเตือนหมายถึง เครื่องมือไฟฟา (แบบมีสาย) 
ที่ทํางานดวยแหลงจายไฟหลัก หรือเครื่องมือไฟฟา 
(แบบไรสาย) ที่ทํางานดวยแบตเตอรี่  

 1. ความปลอดภยัในบรเิวณที�ทาํงาน 
  ก) พื�นที�ทาํงานจะตอ้งสะอาดและมแีสงสวา่ง

เพยีงพอ   บริเวณที่มืดหรือมีของวางระเกะระกะ
อาจทําใหเกิดอุบัติเหตุได  

  ข) หา้มใชเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าในบรเิวณที�อาจเกดิ
การระเบดิ เชน่ เมื�อมขีองเหลว แกส๊ หรอื 
ฝุ่ นละอองที�ไวไฟ   เครื่องมือไฟฟาจะทําใหเกิด
ประกายไฟที่อาจทําใหเกิดละอองไฟหรือเปลวไฟ
ขึ้นได  

  ค) ระวงัไมใ่หเ้ด็กเล็กและคนเดนิผา่นไปมาเขา้
ใกลใ้นขณะที�ใชง้านเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า   สิ่งรบกวน
อาจทําใหคุณเสียสมาธิได  

 2. ความปลอดภยัทางไฟฟ้า 
  ก) ปล ั�กไฟของเครื�องตอ้งเป็นชนดิเดยีวกบั

เตา้รบั หา้มดดัแปลงปล ั�กไมว่า่ดว้ยวธิใีด
หา้มใชป้ล ั�กอะแดปเตอรใ์ดๆ กบัเครื�องมอื
ไฟฟ้าที�ตอ่สายดนิ (ลงกราวด)์   ปลั๊กที่ไมมี
การดัดแปลงและเตารับชนิดเดียวกันจะชวย
ลดความเสี่ยงจากการถูกไฟไฟาช็อต  

  ข) หลกีเลี�ยงการสมัผสัพื�นผวิที�ตอ่สายดนิหรอื
ลงกราวด ์เชน่ ทอ่ เครื�องทาํความรอ้น 
เตาหงุตม้ และตูเ้ย็น   มีความเสี่ยงเพิ่มขึ้นที่
จะถูกไฟฟาช็อตหากรางกายของคุณเปนสื่อ
เชื่อมตอลงดินหรือลงกราวด  

ภาษาไทย
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หลวม เครื่องประดับ หรือผมที่ยาวอาจเขาไปพัน
กับชิ้นสวนที่กําลังหมุน  

  ช) หากมอีปุกรณส์าํหรบัดดูและเก็บฝุ่ น ตอ้ง
ตรวจสอบใหแ้นใ่จวา่ไดเ้ชื�อมตอ่และใชง้าน
อปุกรณน์ ั�นอยา่งเหมาะสม   การใชอุปกรณเก็บ
ฝุนจะชวยลดอันตรายที่เกี่ยวของกับฝุนได  

 4. การใชง้านและการดแูลรกัษาเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า
   ก) หา้มฝืนใชเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า เลอืกใชเ้ครื�องมอื

ไฟฟ้าที�ถกูตอ้งตรงกบัลกัษณะการใชง้าน
ของคณุ   เครื่องมือไฟฟาที่ถูกตองยอมทํางาน
ไดดีกวาและปลอดภัยกวา เมื่อใชงานตามพิกัดที่
เครื่องมือไดรับการออกแบบมา  

  ข) หา้มใชเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าถา้สวติชเ์ปิดปิดเครื�อง
ไมท่าํงาน   เครื่องมือไฟฟาที่ไมสามารถควบคุม
ผานสวิตชได ถือวามีอันตรายและตองสงซอม  

  ค) ถอดปล ั�กของเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าออกจากแหลง่
จา่ยไฟ และ/หรอืถอดชุดแบตเตอรี�ออกจาก
เครื�องมอืกอ่นทาํการปรบัแตง่ เปลี�ยนอปุกรณ์
เสรมิ หรอืจดัเก็บเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า   มาตรการเพื่อ
ความปลอดภัยเชิงการปองกันนี้จะชวยลดความ
เสี่ยงในการเผลอเปดเครื่องใหทํางานโดยไมตั้งใจ  

  ง) เก็บเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าที�ไมใ่ชง้านไวใ้หพ้น้มอื
เด็ก และไมอ่นญุาตใหบ้คุคลที�ไมคุ่น้เคยกบั
เครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าหรอืคาํแนะนําเหลา่นี�เป็นผูใ้ช้
เครื�องมอื   เครื่องมือไฟฟาจะเปนอันตรายตอผูใช
หากอยูในมือผูใชที่ไมมีความชํานาญ  

  จ) บาํรงุรกัษาเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า ตรวจสอบวา่
ชิ�นสว่นที�เคลื�อนที�ไดม้กีารวางไมต่รงแนว
หรอืตดิขดัหรอืไม ่มชีิ�นสว่นที�แตกหกั และ
สภาพอื�นใดที�อาจสง่ผลตอ่การทาํงานของ
เครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าหรอืไม ่หากชํารดุเสยีหาย 
ใหนํ้าเครื�องมอืไปสง่ซอ่มกอ่นนํามาใช ้
  อุบัติเหตุจํานวนมากเกิดจากการดูแลรักษา
เครื่องมือไฟฟาไมดีพอ  

  ฉ) เครื�องมอืตดัตอ้งคมและสะอาดอยูเ่สมอ   
เครื่องมือตัดที่ไดรับการดูแลรักษาอยางถูกตอง
และมีขอบตัดคม จะมีปญหาติดขัดนอยและควบคุม
ไดงายกวา  

  ช) ใชเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า อปุกรณเ์สรมิและชุด
อปุกรณต์า่งๆ ใหส้อดคลอ้งกบัคาํแนะนํา
เหลา่นี�และตรงตามวตัถปุระสงคก์ารใชง้าน
ของเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าแตล่ะชนดิ โดยพจิารณา
ถงึสภาพการทาํงานและงานที�ทาํเป็นสาํคญั 
  การใชเครื่องมือไฟฟาทํางานอื่นนอกเหนือจาก
ที่กําหนดไวอาจทําใหเกิดอันตรายได  

 5.  การใชแ้ละการดแูลรกัษาแบตเตอรี� 
  ก) ชารจ์แบตเตอรี�ดว้ยเครื�องชารจ์ที�ผูผ้ลติ

แนะนําเทา่น ั�น เครื่องชารจที่เหมาะสมกับ
แบตเตอรี่แบบหนึ่งอาจทําใหเกิดไฟไหมได
ถานํามาใชกับแบตเตอรี่อีกแบบหนึ่ง

ข) ใชเ้ครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าเฉพาะกบักอ้นแบตเตอรี�
ท ี�กาํหนดมาโดยเฉพาะเทา่น ั�น การใชแบตเตอรี่
แบบอื่นอาจทําใหเกิดการบาดเจ็บหรือเกิดไฟไหมได

ค) เมื�อไมไ่ดใ้ชชุ้ดแบตเตอรี� ใหเ้ก็บออกหา่งจาก
วตัถอุ ื�นๆ ที�เป็นโลหะ เชน่ คลปิหนบีกระดาษ 
เหรยีญ กญุแจ เข็ม สกรหูรอืวตัถขุนาดเล็ก
อื�นๆ ที�ทาํจากโลหะที�อาจเชื�อมตอ่จากข ั�วหนึ�ง
ไปอกีข ั�วหนึ�ง การลัดวงจรบริเวณขั้วแบตเตอรี่
อาจทําใหเกิดรอยไหมหรือเพลิงไหมได

ง) เมื�ออยูภ่ายใตส้ภาวะที�ไมเ่หมาะสม อาจมี
ของเหลวไหลออกมาจากแบตเตอรี� ใหห้ลกีเลี�ยง
การสมัผสักบัของเหลวนี� หากบงัเอญิสมัผสั
โดยไมต่ ั�งใจ ใหล้า้งออกดว้ยนํ �าปรมิาณมาก 
หากของเหลวกระเด็นเขา้ตา ควรรบีไปพบ
แพทย ์ของเหลวที่ออกมาจากแบตเตอรี่อาจ
ทําใหเกิดอาการระคายเคืองหรือรอยไหมได    

6 .   การบรกิาร 
 ก) ใหช้า่งซอ่มที�มคีวามเชี�ยวชาญเป็นผูซ้อ่ม

เครื�องมอืไฟฟ้า และใชอ้ะไหลข่องแทเ้ทา่น ั�น  
ซึ่งจะชวยใหมั่นใจไดวาเครื่องมือไฟฟายังมี
ความปลอดภัยอยู  

คาํเตอืนดา้นความปลอดภยัของสวา่นเจาะกระแทก  

  

  คาํเตอืน!   คําเตือนดานความปลอดภัย
สําหรับการใชสวานโรตารี่และสวานเจาะสกัด  

       สวมใสอ่ปุกรณป้์องกนัเสยีงดงั   การเผชิญกับ
เสียงดังมากๆ อาจทําใหสูญเสียความสามารถ
ในการไดยิน  

     ใชม้อืจบัเสรมิที�ใหม้าพรอ้มกบัเครื�อง   
การสูญเสียการควบคุมเครื่องอาจทําใหไดรับ
บาดเจ็บได  

     จบัเครื�องมอืไฟฟ้าที�พื�นผวิสว่นที�ใชจ้บัซึ�ง
มฉีนวนป้องกนัเมื�อใชง้านเครื�องซึ�งอปุกรณ์
เสรมิที�ใชก้บังานตดัอาจสมัผสักบัสายไฟ
ที�ซอ่นอยู ่  อุปกรณเสริมที่ใชกับงานตัดที่สัมผัส
กับสายไฟ “ที่มีไฟฟา” อาจทําใหสวนของโลหะ
ที่ถูกสัมผัส “มีไฟฟา” และช็อตผูใชเครื่องได  

     ไมใ่ชอ้ปุกรณเ์สรมิสาํหรบัการสกดัใน
โหมดเจาะกระแทก   เพราะอุปกรณเสริมชิ้นนี้
จะเขาไปติดขัดในวัสดุและสวานเกิดการบิดตัวได  

     ใชค้มีจบัหรอืวธิที ี�ใชไ้ดผ้ลอื�นๆ ในการจบัหรอื
พยงุชิ�นงานบนพื�นที�ม ั�นคง   การใชมือจับหรือ
ใหชิ้นงานพิงกับลําตัวจะไมมั่นคงและอาจทําให
สูญเสียการควบคุมได  

     กอนเจาะผนัง พื้น หรือเพดาน ใหตรวจหาตําแหนง
สายไฟและทอนํ้า  
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หลวม เครื่องประดับ หรือผมที่ยาวอาจเขาไปพัน
กับชิ้นสวนที่กําลังหมุน  
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ที�ซอ่นอยู ่  อุปกรณเสริมที่ใชกับงานตัดที่สัมผัส
กับสายไฟ “ที่มีไฟฟา” อาจทําใหสวนของโลหะ
ที่ถูกสัมผัส “มีไฟฟา” และช็อตผูใชเครื่องได  

     ไมใ่ชอ้ปุกรณเ์สรมิสาํหรบัการสกดัใน
โหมดเจาะกระแทก   เพราะอุปกรณเสริมชิ้นนี้
จะเขาไปติดขัดในวัสดุและสวานเกิดการบิดตัวได  

     ใชค้มีจบัหรอืวธิที ี�ใชไ้ดผ้ลอื�นๆ ในการจบัหรอื
พยงุชิ�นงานบนพื�นที�ม ั�นคง   การใชมือจับหรือ
ใหชิ้นงานพิงกับลําตัวจะไมมั่นคงและอาจทําให
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     กอนเจาะผนัง พื้น หรือเพดาน ใหตรวจหาตําแหนง
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     ความบกพรองในการไดยินเสียง  

     อันตรายตอสุขภาพที่เกิดจากการสูดดมฝุนจาก
การใชเครื่องมือ (ตัวอยางเชน การทํางานกับไม 
โดยเฉพาะไมโอค ไมบีช และไม MDF)  

 ป้ายสญัลกัษณบ์นเครื�องมอื 
สัญลักษณตอไปนี้จะปรากฏบนเครื่องมือพรอมทั้ง
รหัสวันที่:

คาํเตอืน! เพื่อลดความเสี่ยงตอการ
บาดเจ็บ ผูใชตองอานคูมือการใชงาน
เลมนี้กอนใชเครื่อง

สวมอุปกรณปองกันเสียงดัง

สวมแวนตานิรภัยหรือแวนครอบตา

V โวลต ไฟกระแสตรง

A แอมแปร no
ความเร็วขณะ
ไมมีโหลด

Hz เฮิรตซ โครงสรางคลาส II

W วัตต สายดิน

min นาที
สัญลักษณเตือน
ความปลอดภัย

ไฟกระแส
สลับ

/นาที
รอบการหมุนหรือ
รอบการทํางาน
ตอนาที

ตาํแหนง่ของรหสัวนัที� (รปู C)
รหัสวันที่ (19) ซึ่งรวมถึงปที่ผลิต จะพิมพอยูบน
ตัวเครื่อง 

ตัวอยางเชน:

2018 XX 58

ปที่ผลิต

คาํแนะนําเพื�อความปลอดภยัเพิ�มเตมิ
สาํหรบัแบตเตอรี�และเครื�องชารจ์

 แบตเตอรี� 

     หามพยายามแกะตัวแบตเตอรี่ในทุกกรณี  

     หามใหแบตเตอรี่สัมผัสนํ้า  

     หามเก็บแบตเตอรี่ในสถานที่ที่อุณหภูมิอาจสูงเกิน 
40 °C  

ENGLISH (Original Instructions)
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g.  Use the power tool, accessories and tool bits etc. 
in accordance with these instructions, taking into 
account the working conditions and the work to 
be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service 
a.  Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement 
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained.  

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

 ♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss.  

 ♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool. 
Loss of control can cause personal injury.  

 ♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock.  

 ♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill.  

 ♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control.  

 ♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes.  

 ♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding.  

 ♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 

 ♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.  

 ♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories.  

 ♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks.  

 ♦ Impairment of hearing.  
 ♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
 ♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

 ♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual

 ♦ Check for damage to the tool, parts or accessories 
which may have occurred during transport.

 ♦ Take the time to thoroughly read and understand this 
manual prior to operation.

ENGLISH (Original Instructions)
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be performed. Use of the power tool for operations 
different from those intended could result in a hazardous 
situation.

5. Service 
a.  Have your power tool serviced by a qualified 

repair person using only identical replacement 
parts. This will ensure that the safety of the power tool 
is maintained.  

ROTARY HAMMER SAFETY WARNINGS
Warning! Additional safety warnings for Hammer

 ♦ Wear ear protectors. Exposure to noise can cause 
hearing loss.  

 ♦ Use auxiliary handle(s), if supplied with the tool. 
Loss of control can cause personal injury.  

 ♦ Hold power tool by insulated gripping surfaces, 
when performing an operation where the cutting 
accessory may contact hidden wiring or its own 
cord. Cutting accessory contacting a “live” wire may 
make exposed metal parts of the power tool “live” and 
could give the operator an electric shock.  

 ♦ Never use a chisel accessory in rotary mode. The 
accessory will bind in the material and rotate the drill.  

 ♦ Use clamps or another practical way to secure and 
support the work piece to a stable platform. Holding the 
work by hand or against your body leaves it unstable 
and may lead to loss of control.  

 ♦ Before drilling into walls, floors or ceilings, check for the 
location of wiring and pipes.  

 ♦ Avoid touching the tip of the drill bit after drilling so as 
to avoid scalding.  

 ♦ The intended use is described in this instruction 
manual. The use of any accessory or attachment or 
performance of any operation with this tool other than 
those recommended in this instruction manual may 
present a risk of personal injury and/or damage to 
property. 

Note: Mains voltage: When connecting to the mains, it is 
imperative to verify if the voltage of the mains matches that 
of the power tool. If the mains voltage exceeds the voltage 
indicated on the power tool, the user may become severely 
injured in an accident, and the tool may be damaged. On 
the contrary, if the mains voltage is lower than the voltage 
required by the tool, the motor may be damaged as a result. 
Thus, if it is not possible to verify the voltage, it is imperative 
not to plug in to the power source.

RESIDUAL RISKS 
Additional residual risks may arise when using the tool 
which may not be included in the enclosed safety warnings. 
These risks can arise from misuse, prolonged use etc. In 
spite of the application of the relevant safety regulations and 
the implementation of safety devices, certain risks cannot 
be avoided. These are: 

 ♦ Injuries caused by touching any rotating/moving parts.  

 ♦ Injuries caused when changing any parts, blades or 
accessories.  

 ♦ Injuries caused by prolonged use of a tool. When using 
any tool for prolonged periods ensure you take regular 
breaks.  

 ♦ Impairment of hearing.  
 ♦ Health hazards caused by breathing dust developed 

when using your tool (example:- working with wood, 
especially oak, beech and MDF.) 

SAFETY OF OTHERS 
 ♦ This appliance is not intended for use by persons 

(including children) with reduced physical, sensory 
or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and 
knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or 
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person 
responsible for their safety. 

 ♦ Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance. 

LABELS ON TOOL 
The following symbols are shown on the tool along with date 
code: 

WARNING! To reduce the risk of injury, the user 
must read the instruction manual before use.

Wear ear protection.

Wear safety glasses or goggles.

Position of Date Code (Fig. A) 
The Date Code (10), which also includes the year of 
manufacture, is printed into the housing.  
Example:

2016  XX   JN
Year of manufacturing

PACKAGE CONTENTS
The package contains:
1 Heavy-duty rotary hammerdrill
1 Side handle
1 Depth stop
1 Kitbox
1 Keyless chuck (QCC)
1 Instruction manual
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     หลีกเลี่ยงการสัมผัสปลายดอกสวานหลังจาก
เพิ่งเจาะเสร็จ เนื่องจากดอกสวานอาจมีความรอน
หลงเหลืออยู  

     เครื่องมือนี้ไมไดมีไวเพื่อการใชงานโดยบุคคล 
(ซึ่งรวมถึงผูเยาว) ที่มีความบกพรองทางรางกาย 
ทางการรับความรูสึก หรือทางจิตประสาท หรือ
ขาดประสบการณและความรู เวนเสียแตจะไดรับ
การควบคุมดูแลหรือคําแนะนําการใชเครื่องมือ
โดยผูที่รับผิดชอบตอความปลอดภัยของบุคคล
เหลานั้น เด็กควรไดรับการควบคุมดูแลเพื่อให
แนใจวาเด็กจะไมเลนเครื่องมือ  

     วัตถุประสงคในการใชงานไดอธิบายไวในคูมือ
แนะนําการใชงานฉบับนี้ การใชงานอุปกรณเสริม
หรืออุปกรณตอพวง หรือการใชงานอื่นใดกับ
เครื่องมือนี้นอกเหนือจากที่ไดแนะนําไวในคูมือ
การใชงานนี้ อาจทําใหเสี่ยงตอการบาดเจ็บ 
และ/หรือความเสียหายตอทรัพยสินได  

     ใชหนากากปดจมูกหรือหนากากปองกันฝุน
เมื่อใดก็ตามที่การทํางานทําใหเกิดฝุนหรือ
เศษชิ้นงานปลิววอน  

 ความปลอดภยัของบคุคลอื�น 
     เครื่องมือนี้ไมไดมีไวเพื่อการใชงานโดยบุคคล 

(ซึ่งรวมถึงผูเยาว) ที่มีความสามารถทางกายภาพ 
ความสามารถทางการรับรู หรือความสามารถทาง
สมองบกพรอง หรือบุคคลซึ่งขาดประสบการณและ
ความรู เวนเสียแตจะไดรับการควบคุมดูแลหรือ
คําแนะนําการใชงานเครื่องมือจากผูรับผิดชอบ
ความปลอดภัยของบุคคลเหลานั้น  

     เด็กควรไดรับการควบคุมดูแลเพื่อใหแนใจวาเด็ก
จะไมเลนเครื่องมือ  

 ความเสี�ยงอื�นๆ ที�ยงัมอียู ่
 ความเสี่ยงอื่นๆ ที่ไมไดระบุในคําเตือนเพื่อความ
ปลอดภัยนี้ อาจเกิดขึ้นไดเมื่อใชเครื่องมือ ความเสี่ยง
เหลานี้อาจเกิดขึ้นจากการใชอยางไมถูกตอง การใช
เปนเวลานาน เปนตน 

 แมวาจะปฏิบัติตามขอกําหนดดานความปลอดภัยที่
เกี่ยวของและใชอุปกรณนิรภัย แตความเสี่ยงที่เหลือ
อยูบางอยางก็ไมสามารถหลีกเลี่ยงได ความเสี่ยง
เหลานั้นไดแก: 

     การบาดเจ็บที่เกิดจากการสัมผัสชิ้นสวนที่หมุน/
เคลื่อนที่  

     การบาดเจ็บที่เกิดขึ้นขณะเปลี่ยนชิ้นสวน ใบมีด 
หรืออุปกรณเสริม  

     การบาดเจ็บที่เกิดจากการใชเครื่องมือเปนเวลา
นาน เมื่อใชเครื่องมือเปนระยะเวลานาน ตองแนใจ
วาคุณไดหยุดพักเปนระยะ  
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     ชารจแบตเตอรี่ที่อุณหภูมิหองระหวาง 10 °C 
ถึง 40 °C เทานั้น  

     ชารจแบตเตอรี่ดวยเครื่องชารจที่ใหมาพรอม
อุปกรณเทานั้น  

     เมื่อจะทิ้งแบตเตอรี่ ใหทําตามคําแนะนําในสวน 
"การปกปองสิ่งแวดลอม"  

 p  อยาพยายามชารจแบตเตอรี่ที่ชํารุดเสียหาย 

 เครื�องชารจ์ 

     ใชเครื่องชารจ Stanley เพื่อชารจแบตเตอรี่
ภายในอุปกรณที่ใหมาพรอมกันเทานั้น การชารจ
แบตเตอรี่ชนิดอื่นๆ อาจทําใหแบตเตอรี่ระเบิด 
กอใหเกิดการบาดเจ็บและความเสียหายได  

     หามชารจแบตเตอรี่ชนิดชารจซํ้าไมได  

     เปลี่ยนสายไฟที่ชํารุดทันที  

     หามใหเครื่องชารจสัมผัสนํ้า  

     หามแกะเปดเครื่องชารจ  

     หามใชสิ่งใดแหยเขาไปในตัวเครื่องชารจ  

$ เครื่องชารจนี้มีวัตถุประสงคเพื่อการใช
งานในที่รมเทานั้น

+ โปรดอานคูมือการใชงานกอนใชเครื่อง

ความปลอดภยัเกี�ยวกบัไฟฟ้า

 # 
 เครื่องชารจนี้มีฉนวนสองชั้น ดังนั้นจึง
ไมจําเปนตองตอสายดิน ตองตรวจสอบ
กําลังไฟเพื่อใหตรงกับแรงดันไฟฟาบน
แผนแสดงพิกัดเสมอ หามเปลี่ยนสาย
ปลั๊กไฟของเครื่องชารจเปนสายปลั๊กไฟ
ธรรมดาโดยเด็ดขาด 

  
   ถาสายไฟชํารุดเสียหาย ตองเปลี่ยนโดยผูผลิต

หรือศูนยบริการของ Stanley ที่ไดรับอนุญาต 
เพื่อหลีกเลี่ยงอันตรายที่อาจเกิดขึ้นได    

ภายในบรรจภุณัฑป์ระกอบดว้ย

สวานเจาะกระแทก BL 1 เครื่อง
แบตเตอรี่ลิเธียม 4 แอมป 2 กอน
เครื่องชารจ 2 แอมป 1 เครื่อง
คูมือการใชงาน 1 เลม
ใบรับประกัน 1 ใบ
รายชื่อศูนยบริการ 1 ชุด
กลองเครื่องมือ 1 กลอง

   โปรดตรวจหารองรอยความเสียหายของเครื่องมือ
ชิ้นสวน หรืออุปกรณเสริม ที่อาจเกิดขึ้นในระหวาง
การขนสง

   โปรดอานและทําความเขาใจคูมือเลมนี้กอนการ
ใชงาน

 สว่นประกอบสาํคญั (รูป C) 
เครื่องมือนี้มีสวนประกอบสําคัญบางอยางหรือ   ทั้งหมด
ดังตอไปนี้  
   1. สวิตชเปด/ปด 
  2. ปุมตัวเลือก  เดินหนา/ถอยหลัง
  3. ปุมตัวเลือกโหมด 
  4. กานปรับระยะการเจาะ 
  5. หัวจับดอก 
  6. มือจับเสริมดานขาง 
  7. แบตเตอรี่    
  20. ไฟ LED สองงาน    
  21. ตัวบอกระดับประจุแบตเตอรี่    

 การประกอบ

   การใชง้าน 
  คาํเตอืน!   ปลอยใหเครื่องมือทํางานตามความเร็ว
ของเครื่อง หามใชงานเกินกําลัง  

การชารจ์แบตเตอรี� (รปู A)
 แบตเตอรี่ตองการการชารจไฟกอนการใชงานครั้งแรก
และทุกครั้งเมื่อแบตเตอรี่ไมสามารถจายพลังงานได
เพียงพอสําหรับงานที่เคยทําไดโดยงาย แบตเตอรี่
อาจอุนขึ้นระหวางการชารจ ซึ่งถือเปนเรื่องปกติและ
ไมใชตัวบงชี้อาการผิดปกติ 

  คาํเตอืน!   หามชารจแบตเตอรี่ในอุณหภูมิหองที่ตํ่า
กวา 10 °C หรือสูงกวา 40 °C อุณหภูมิการชารจที่
แนะนํา: ประมาณ 24 °C  

  หมายเหต:ุ เครื่องชารจจะไมชารจแบตเตอรี่
หากอุณหภูมิของแบตเตอรี่ตํ่ากวาประมาณ 10 °C 
หรือสูงกวา 40 °C

ใหทิ้งแบตเตอรี่ไวในเครื่องชารจ แลวเครื่องชารจ
จะเริ่มชารจไฟเองโดยอัตโนมัติเมื่ออุณหภูมิของ
แบตเตอรี่อุนขึ้นหรือเย็นลง   

       หากตองการชารจแบตเตอรี่ ใหใสแบตเตอรี่ (7) 
เขากับเครื่องชารจ (9)   แบตเตอรี่สามารถประกอบ
เขากับเครื่องชารจไดเพียงวิธีเดียว

     เสียบปลั๊กเครื่องชารจ (9) เขากับแหลงจายไฟ
ที่เหมาะสมและเปดสวิตชชารจ  

       ชารจแบตเตอรี่ที่ไมมีประจุภายใน 1 สัปดาห 
อายุการใชงานแบตเตอรี่จะลดลงอยางรวดเร็ว
หากเก็บรักษาไวในสภาพไมมีประจุ  

7
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 ตวัจบัดอกสวา่นแบบใชก้ญุแจ (รูป F)
(เป็นอปุกรณเ์สรมิ ไมไ่ดร้วมอยูใ่นกลอ่งเครื�องมอื) 

     คลายตัวจับดอกสวานโดยการหมุนปลอก (15) 
ทวนเข็มนาฬกา  

     สอดแกนดอกสวาน (17) เขาไปในตัวจับดอกสวาน  

     สอดกุญแจขันตัวจับดอกสวาน (18) (เปนอุปกรณ
เสริม ไมไดรวมอยูในกลองเครื่องมือ) เขาไปในรู
(16) ดานขางตัวจับดอกสวานแลวหมุนตามเข็ม
นาฬกาจนแนน  

      คาํเตอืน!   กอนเจาะผนัง พื้น หรือเพดาน ใหตรวจสอบ
ตําแหนงสายไฟและทอนํ้า  

    คาํเตอืน!   ไมใชดอกสกัดเมื่อเครื่องมืออยูในโหมด
การเจาะ  

การเปิดและปิดสวติช ์(รปู G)
     หากตองการเปดเครื่อง กดสวิตชเปด/ปด (1)  

     หากตองการปดเครื่อง ใหปลอยสวิตชเปด/ปด  

การเดนิหนา้/ถอยหลงั (รปู H)
   เลื่อนปุมตัวเลือก (2) เพื่อกําหนดทิศทางที่

คุณตองการ

 การเลอืกโหมดการทาํงาน (รปู I) 
 เครื่องมือสามารถใชในโหมดการทํางานไดสามโหมด 

     หากตองการใชงานปุมตัวเลือกโหมดการทํางาน 
(3) ใหดันปุมปลดล็อค (22) และหมุนปุมตัวเลือก
ไปยังตําแหนงที่ตองการ ตามที่มีสัญลักษณแสดงไว  

 การเจาะ 

     เมื่อเจาะเหล็ก ไม และพลาสติก และสําหรับการ
ขันสกรู ใหปรับสวิตชเลือกโหมดการทํางาน (3) 
ไปที่   ตําแหนง (I1)  

 การเจาะกระแทก 

     สําหรับการเจาะกระแทกปูนและคอนกรีต ใหปรับ
สวิตชเลือกโหมดการเจาะ (3) ไปที่   ตําแหนง
(I2) เมื่อทําการเจาะ เครื่องมือไมควรกระเดง
และควรทํางานอยางราบรื่น หากจําเปนใหเพิ่ม
ความเร็ว  

 การสกดั 

     สําหรับการเจาะกระแทกดวยตัวล็อคแกนหมุน 
และสําหรับการสกัดและการถากในงานที่ไมหนัก 
ใหตั้งคาปุมตัวเลือกโหมดการทํางาน (3) ไปที ่  
ตําแหนง (I3)  

       การตดิต ั�งและการถอดแบตเตอรี� (รปู B) 
     เมื่อจะประกอบแบตเตอรี่ ใหจัดตําแหนงแบตเตอรี่

ใหตรงกับเบารับของเครื่องมือ (11) จากนั้นเลื่อน
แบตเตอรี่เขาไปในเบารับจนกระทั่งแบตเตอรี่ล็อค
เขาที่  

     หากตองการถอดแบตเตอรี่ ดันปุมปลดล็อค (12) 
และถอดแบตเตอรี่ออกจากฐานรองรับ  

  การตดิต ั�งมอืจบัเสรมิดา้นขา้ง (รปู C) 
     หมุนกริปทวนเข็มนาฬกาจนกระทั่งสามารถ

เลื่อนมือจับเสริมดานขาง (6) เขาที่ดานหนา
ของเครื่องมือ (ดูภาพประกอบ)  

     หมุนมือจับเสริมดานขางเขาไปยังตําแหนงที่
ตองการ  

     ขันมือจับเสริมดานขางใหแนนโดยหมุนกริป
ตามเข็มนาฬกา  

 การตดิต ั�งและต ั�งคา่กา้นปรบัระยะการเจาะ 
(รปู C) 
     กดปุม (8)  

     เสียบอุปกรณกานปรับระยะการเจาะ (4) ลงใน
รูติดตั้งตามภาพ  

     ตั้งกานปรับระยะการเจาะ (4) ไปยังคาที่ตองการ 
ระยะการเจาะลึกสุดคือระยะหางระหวางปลาย
ดอกสวานจนถึงดานหนาของกานปรับระยะการเจาะ  

     ปลอยปุม (8)  

 การตดิต ั�งอปุกรณเ์สรมิ (รปู D - E) 
     ทําความสะอาดและหลอลื่นกาน (13) ของ

อุปกรณเสริม  

     ดึงปลอก (14) เขามา และใสกานสําหรับการเจาะ
ในหัวจับดอก (5)  

     กดอุปกรณเสริมลง คอยๆ หมุนอุปกรณเสริม
จนกระทั่งเขาพอดีในชอง  

     ลองดึงอุปกรณเสริมออกเพื่อตรวจสอบวาอุปกรณ
เสริมล็อคอยูในตําแหนงถูกตองแลว สําหรับ
คุณสมบัติการเจาะตอก อุปกรณเสริมจะตอง
เคลื่อนตามแนวแกนไดหลายเซนติเมตรเมื่อล็อค
อยูในตัวจับอุปกรณ  

     เมื่อตองการถอดอุปกรณเสริมออก ใหดึงปลอก
ล็อก (14) เขามา และดึงอุปกรณเสริมออก  
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     เมื่อตองการเปลี่ยนโหมดการเจาะเปนการสกัด 
ใหหมุนดอกสกัดไปยังตําแหนงที่ตองการ 
หากรูสึกวามีแรงตานในระหวางการเปลี่ยนโหมด
การทํางาน ใหคอยๆ หมุนดอกสกัดใหเขากับ
ตัวล็อคแกนหมุน  

ไฟ LED สอ่งงาน
เมื่อเครื่องมือทํางานโดยการกดสวิตช (1) ไฟ LED 
สองงาน (20) ที่มีอยูจะสองสวางพื้นที่ทํางานโดย
อัตโนมัติ หมายเหตุ: ไฟสองงานใชสําหรับสองบริเวณ
ที่ทํางานเบื้องหนาเทานั้น ไมใชสําหรับใชเปนไฟฉาย

ตวับอกระดบัประจแุบตเตอรี� (รูป J)
เครื่องมือนี้มีตัวบอกระดับประจุแบตเตอรี่ (21) ซึ่ง
สามารถใชแสดงระดับประจุของแบตเตอรี่ในปจจุบัน
ขณะกําลังใชงาน ไมไดระบุฟงกชันการทํางานของ
เครื่องมือ และอาจมีการเปลี่ยนแปลงขึ้นอยูกับสวน
ประกอบของผลิตภัณฑ อุณหภูมิ แลการใชงานของ
ผูใช
การตรวจสอบประจุแบตเตอรี่ขณะใชงาน:

   กดปุมตัวบอกระดับประจุแบตเตอรี่ (J1)

   ไฟ LED สามดวง (J2) จะสองสวางเพื่อแสดง
เปอรเซ็นตของประจุในแบตเตอรี่ (รูป J)

   ถาไฟ LED ไมสองสวาง ใหชารจแบตเตอรี่
หมายเหต:ุ แบตเตอรี่นี้ไดรับการออกแบบใหไม
ทํางานหากมีประจุไมถึง 20% ของความจุ หลังจาก
ที่แบตเตอรี่ปราศจากประจุ เครื่องมือจะไมทํางาน
จนกวาแบตเตอรี่จะไดรับการชารจใหม

 การบาํรงุรกัษา 
 เครื่องมือแบบมีสาย/ไรสายของ Stanley ไดรับการ
ออกแบบมาเพื่อใหสามารถใชงานไดยาวนานตอเนื่อง
โดยมีการบํารุงรักษานอยที่สุด การทํางานที่สราง
ความพึงพอใจอยางตอเนื่องจะขึ้นอยูกับการดูแลรักษา
เครื่องมืออยางเหมาะสมและการทําความสะอาดอยาง
สมํ่าเสมอ 

  
  คาํเตอืน!   กอนทําการบํารุงรักษาเครื่องมือไฟฟาแบบ
มีสาย/ไรสาย จะตอง:  

     ปดสวิตชและถอดปลั๊กอุปกรณ/เครื่องมือ  

     ทําความสะอาดชองระบายอากาศในอุปกรณ/
เครื่องมือ/เครื่องชารจของคุณเปนประจําโดยใช
แปรงขนออนหรือผาแหง  

     ทําความสะอาดโครงมอเตอรเปนประจําโดยใช
ผาชุบนํ้าหมาดๆ หามใชนํ้ายาทําความสะอาดที่มี
ฤทธิ์กัดกรอนหรือมีสวนผสมของตัวทําละลาย  

     เปดตัวจับดอกสวานออกมาเคาะเปนประจําเพื่อ
กําจัดฝุนที่ติดอยูในตัวจับ (ในขณะติดตั้ง)  

 อปุกรณเ์สรมิ 
 สมรรถนะของเครื่องมือของคุณขึ้นอยูกับอุปกรณเสริม
ที่ใช อุปกรณเสริมของ Stanley ไดรับการออกแบบ
ทางวิศวกรรมใหมีมาตรฐานคุณภาพสูง และเพิ่ม
สมรรถนะของเครื่องมือของคุณ เมื่อใชอุปกรณเสริม
เหลานี้ คุณจะสามารถใชเครื่องมือของคุณไดอยาง
มีประสิทธิภาพสูงสุด 

   การปกป้องสิ�งแวดลอ้ม

การเก็บรวบรวมแบบคัดแยก หามทิ้งผลิตภัณฑนี้
รวมกับขยะในครัวเรือนปกติ

เมื่อคุณเห็นวาจําเปนตองเปลี่ยนผลิตภัณฑ
Stanley ของคุณ หรือเครื่องมือนี้ไมเปน
ประโยชนสําหรับคุณอีกตอไป อยาทิ้งผลิตภัณฑ
นี้รวมกับขยะในครัวเรือน โปรดคัดแยกเพื่อนํา
ไปรีไซเคิลแยกประเภท

การเก็บรวบรวมแบบคัดแยกสําหรับบรรจุภัณฑ
และผลิตภัณฑที่ใชแลวทําใหสามารถรีไซเคิล
วัสดุและนํามาใชงานอีกครั้ง การนําวัสดุ
รีไซเคิลมาใชอีกครั้งจะชวยปองกันมลพิษ
ตอสิ่งแวดลอมและลดความตองการวัตถุดิบ

รัฐบาลในบางประเทศอาจกําหนดใหมีศูนยกําจัด
ของเสียของเทศบาลหรือทองถิ่น หรือรานคาปลีก
สําหรับผลิตภัณฑใหมที่ใหบริการรีไซเคิลผลิตภัณฑ
อิเล็กทรอนิกสแกบานเรือนตางๆ

หมายเหตุ
เนื่องจาก STANLEY มีนโยบายพัฒนาปรับปรุงผลิตภัณฑ
อยางตอเนื่อง ดังนั้นเราจึงขอสงวนสิทธิ์ในการเปลี่ยนแปลง
ขอมูลจําเพาะของผลิตภัณฑโดยไมแจงใหทราบลวงหนา
อุปกรณมาตรฐานและอุปกรณเสริมอาจแตกตางกันใน
แตละประเทศ
ขอมูลจําเพาะของผลิตภัณฑอาจแตกตางกันในแตละ
ประเทศ
ตัวเลือกผลิตภัณฑอาจมีจําหนายไมครบทุกรายการ
ในบางประเทศ โปรดสอบถามตัวเลือกผลิตภัณฑจาก
ตัวแทนจําหนายของ STANLEY ในประเทศของคุณ
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resume. 
WARNING! When the drill bit hits cement or the steel rebar 
in the cement, the tool may recoil dangerously. Please hold 
the tool tightly in a balanced and stable position at all times 
to prevent it from recoiling dangerously.  
Overload coupling device 
If the drill bit is caught or hooked, the driving force 
transmitted to the drill shaft will be cut off. This would 
generate a strong recoil, so it would be necessary to hold 
the tool tightly with both hands to remain in a stable position.  
Chipping and chiselling (fig. B)

 ♦ Set the mode selector switch (5) to the“hammering only”   
 position.

 ♦ Insert the appropriate chisel and rotate it by hand to lock 
it into positions.

 ♦ Adjust the side handle (9) as required.
 ♦ Switch on the tool and start working.
 ♦ Always switch off the tool when work is finished and 

before unplugging.
WARNING! Do not use this tool to mix or pump 
easily combustible or explosive fluids (benzine, 
alcohol, etc.). Do not mix or stir inflammable liquids 
labelled accordingly.

Accessories 
The performance of your tool depends on the accessory 
used. Stanley accessories are engineered to high quality 
standards and designed to enhance the performance of 
your tool. By using these accessories you will get the very 
best from your tool.  

MAINTENANCE 
Your Stanley corded/cordless appliance/tool has been 
designed to operate over a long period of time with a 
minimum of maintenance. To ensure satisfactory operations, 
the tool must be maintained and cleaned regularly  

WARNING: To reduce the risk of injury, turn 
unit off and disconnect machine from power 

source before installing and removing accessories, 
before adjusting or changing set-ups or when making 
repairs. Be sure the trigger switch is in the OFF position. 
An accidental start-up can cause injury.

 ♦ This machine is not user-serviceable. If problems occur 
contact an authorised repair agent.

 ♦ The tool will automatically switch off when the carbon 
brushes are worn.

WARNING! Before performing any maintenance on corded/ 
cordless power tools: 

 ♦ Switch off and unplug the appliance/tool.  
 ♦ Or switch off and remove the battery from the appliance/ 

tool if the appliance/tool has a separate battery pack.  
 ♦ Or run the battery down completely if it is integral and 

then switch off.  
 ♦ Unplug the charger before cleaning it. Your charger 

does not require any maintenance apart from regular 
cleaning.  

 ♦ Regularly clean the ventilation slots in your appliance/

tool/ charger using a soft brush or dry cloth.  
 ♦ Regularly clean the motor housing using a damp cloth. 

Do not use any abrasive or solvent-based cleaner.  
 ♦ Regularly open the chuck and tap it to remove any dust 

from the interior (when fitted). 
Lubrication
Your power tool requires no additional lubrication. 
Accessories and attachments used must be 
regularly lubrication around the SDS Plus fitment.

Cleaning 
WARNING! Blow dirt and dust out of the 
main housing with dry air as often as dirt is 
seen collecting in and around the air vents. 

Wear approved eye protection and approved dust 
mask when performing this procedure.  

WARNING! Never use solvents or other 
harsh chemicals for cleaning the non-

metallic parts of the tool. These chemicals may 
weaken the material of the parts. Use only mild 
soap and damp cloth to clean the tool. Never let any 
liquid get inside the tool,cleaning of gasoline or 
other chemicals, never immerse any part of the tool 
into liquid.

Optional Accessories
WARNING! Since accessories, other than those 
offered by Stanley, have not been tested with this 

product, use of such accessories with this tool could be 
hazardous. To reduce the risk of injury, only Stanley, 
recommended accessories should be used with this 
product.
Various types of SDS Plus drill bits and chisels are available 
as an option. 
Consult your dealer for further information on the 
appropriate accessories.
Protecting The Environment 

Separate collection. This product must not be 
disposed of with normal household waste. 
Should you find one day that your Stanley product 

needs replacement, or if it is of no further use to you, do 
not dispose of it with household waste. Please sort it out for 
separate recycling.  

Separate collection of used products and packaging 
allows materials to be recycled and used again. Re-
use of recycled materials helps prevent environmental 

pollution and reduces the demand for raw materials. 
Some local governments may require the local or municipal 
waste disposal centers or retailers of new products to 
provide households with electronic product recycling 
services.
Notes
STANLEY’s policy is one of continuous improvement to 
our products and as such, we reserve the right to change 
product specifications without prior notice.
Standard equipment and accessories may vary by country.
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     เมื่อตองการเปลี่ยนโหมดการเจาะเปนการสกัด 
ใหหมุนดอกสกัดไปยังตําแหนงที่ตองการ 
หากรูสึกวามีแรงตานในระหวางการเปลี่ยนโหมด
การทํางาน ใหคอยๆ หมุนดอกสกัดใหเขากับ
ตัวล็อคแกนหมุน  

ไฟ LED สอ่งงาน
เมื่อเครื่องมือทํางานโดยการกดสวิตช (1) ไฟ LED 
สองงาน (20) ที่มีอยูจะสองสวางพื้นที่ทํางานโดย
อัตโนมัติ หมายเหตุ: ไฟสองงานใชสําหรับสองบริเวณ
ที่ทํางานเบื้องหนาเทานั้น ไมใชสําหรับใชเปนไฟฉาย

ตวับอกระดบัประจแุบตเตอรี� (รูป J)
เครื่องมือนี้มีตัวบอกระดับประจุแบตเตอรี่ (21) ซึ่ง
สามารถใชแสดงระดับประจุของแบตเตอรี่ในปจจุบัน
ขณะกําลังใชงาน ไมไดระบุฟงกชันการทํางานของ
เครื่องมือ และอาจมีการเปลี่ยนแปลงขึ้นอยูกับสวน
ประกอบของผลิตภัณฑ อุณหภูมิ แลการใชงานของ
ผูใช
การตรวจสอบประจุแบตเตอรี่ขณะใชงาน:

   กดปุมตัวบอกระดับประจุแบตเตอรี่ (J1)

   ไฟ LED สามดวง (J2) จะสองสวางเพื่อแสดง
เปอรเซ็นตของประจุในแบตเตอรี่ (รูป J)

   ถาไฟ LED ไมสองสวาง ใหชารจแบตเตอรี่
หมายเหต:ุ แบตเตอรี่นี้ไดรับการออกแบบใหไม
ทํางานหากมีประจุไมถึง 20% ของความจุ หลังจาก
ที่แบตเตอรี่ปราศจากประจุ เครื่องมือจะไมทํางาน
จนกวาแบตเตอรี่จะไดรับการชารจใหม

 การบาํรงุรกัษา 
 เครื่องมือแบบมีสาย/ไรสายของ Stanley ไดรับการ
ออกแบบมาเพื่อใหสามารถใชงานไดยาวนานตอเนื่อง
โดยมีการบํารุงรักษานอยที่สุด การทํางานที่สราง
ความพึงพอใจอยางตอเนื่องจะขึ้นอยูกับการดูแลรักษา
เครื่องมืออยางเหมาะสมและการทําความสะอาดอยาง
สมํ่าเสมอ 

  
  คาํเตอืน!   กอนทําการบํารุงรักษาเครื่องมือไฟฟาแบบ
มีสาย/ไรสาย จะตอง:  

     ปดสวิตชและถอดปลั๊กอุปกรณ/เครื่องมือ  

     ทําความสะอาดชองระบายอากาศในอุปกรณ/
เครื่องมือ/เครื่องชารจของคุณเปนประจําโดยใช
แปรงขนออนหรือผาแหง  

     ทําความสะอาดโครงมอเตอรเปนประจําโดยใช
ผาชุบนํ้าหมาดๆ หามใชนํ้ายาทําความสะอาดที่มี
ฤทธิ์กัดกรอนหรือมีสวนผสมของตัวทําละลาย  

     เปดตัวจับดอกสวานออกมาเคาะเปนประจําเพื่อ
กําจัดฝุนที่ติดอยูในตัวจับ (ในขณะติดตั้ง)  

 อปุกรณเ์สรมิ 
 สมรรถนะของเครื่องมือของคุณขึ้นอยูกับอุปกรณเสริม
ที่ใช อุปกรณเสริมของ Stanley ไดรับการออกแบบ
ทางวิศวกรรมใหมีมาตรฐานคุณภาพสูง และเพิ่ม
สมรรถนะของเครื่องมือของคุณ เมื่อใชอุปกรณเสริม
เหลานี้ คุณจะสามารถใชเครื่องมือของคุณไดอยาง
มีประสิทธิภาพสูงสุด 

   การปกป้องสิ�งแวดลอ้ม

การเก็บรวบรวมแบบคัดแยก หามทิ้งผลิตภัณฑนี้
รวมกับขยะในครัวเรือนปกติ

เมื่อคุณเห็นวาจําเปนตองเปลี่ยนผลิตภัณฑ
Stanley ของคุณ หรือเครื่องมือนี้ไมเปน
ประโยชนสําหรับคุณอีกตอไป อยาทิ้งผลิตภัณฑ
นี้รวมกับขยะในครัวเรือน โปรดคัดแยกเพื่อนํา
ไปรีไซเคิลแยกประเภท

การเก็บรวบรวมแบบคัดแยกสําหรับบรรจุภัณฑ
และผลิตภัณฑที่ใชแลวทําใหสามารถรีไซเคิล
วัสดุและนํามาใชงานอีกครั้ง การนําวัสดุ
รีไซเคิลมาใชอีกครั้งจะชวยปองกันมลพิษ
ตอสิ่งแวดลอมและลดความตองการวัตถุดิบ

รัฐบาลในบางประเทศอาจกําหนดใหมีศูนยกําจัด
ของเสียของเทศบาลหรือทองถิ่น หรือรานคาปลีก
สําหรับผลิตภัณฑใหมที่ใหบริการรีไซเคิลผลิตภัณฑ
อิเล็กทรอนิกสแกบานเรือนตางๆ

หมายเหตุ
เนื่องจาก STANLEY มีนโยบายพัฒนาปรับปรุงผลิตภัณฑ
อยางตอเนื่อง ดังนั้นเราจึงขอสงวนสิทธิ์ในการเปลี่ยนแปลง
ขอมูลจําเพาะของผลิตภัณฑโดยไมแจงใหทราบลวงหนา
อุปกรณมาตรฐานและอุปกรณเสริมอาจแตกตางกันใน
แตละประเทศ
ขอมูลจําเพาะของผลิตภัณฑอาจแตกตางกันในแตละ
ประเทศ
ตัวเลือกผลิตภัณฑอาจมีจําหนายไมครบทุกรายการ
ในบางประเทศ โปรดสอบถามตัวเลือกผลิตภัณฑจาก
ตัวแทนจําหนายของ STANLEY ในประเทศของคุณ
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resume. 
WARNING! When the drill bit hits cement or the steel rebar 
in the cement, the tool may recoil dangerously. Please hold 
the tool tightly in a balanced and stable position at all times 
to prevent it from recoiling dangerously.  
Overload coupling device 
If the drill bit is caught or hooked, the driving force 
transmitted to the drill shaft will be cut off. This would 
generate a strong recoil, so it would be necessary to hold 
the tool tightly with both hands to remain in a stable position.  
Chipping and chiselling (fig. B)

 ♦ Set the mode selector switch (5) to the“hammering only”   
 position.

 ♦ Insert the appropriate chisel and rotate it by hand to lock 
it into positions.

 ♦ Adjust the side handle (9) as required.
 ♦ Switch on the tool and start working.
 ♦ Always switch off the tool when work is finished and 

before unplugging.
WARNING! Do not use this tool to mix or pump 
easily combustible or explosive fluids (benzine, 
alcohol, etc.). Do not mix or stir inflammable liquids 
labelled accordingly.

Accessories 
The performance of your tool depends on the accessory 
used. Stanley accessories are engineered to high quality 
standards and designed to enhance the performance of 
your tool. By using these accessories you will get the very 
best from your tool.  

MAINTENANCE 
Your Stanley corded/cordless appliance/tool has been 
designed to operate over a long period of time with a 
minimum of maintenance. To ensure satisfactory operations, 
the tool must be maintained and cleaned regularly  

WARNING: To reduce the risk of injury, turn 
unit off and disconnect machine from power 

source before installing and removing accessories, 
before adjusting or changing set-ups or when making 
repairs. Be sure the trigger switch is in the OFF position. 
An accidental start-up can cause injury.

 ♦ This machine is not user-serviceable. If problems occur 
contact an authorised repair agent.

 ♦ The tool will automatically switch off when the carbon 
brushes are worn.

WARNING! Before performing any maintenance on corded/ 
cordless power tools: 

 ♦ Switch off and unplug the appliance/tool.  
 ♦ Or switch off and remove the battery from the appliance/ 

tool if the appliance/tool has a separate battery pack.  
 ♦ Or run the battery down completely if it is integral and 

then switch off.  
 ♦ Unplug the charger before cleaning it. Your charger 

does not require any maintenance apart from regular 
cleaning.  

 ♦ Regularly clean the ventilation slots in your appliance/

tool/ charger using a soft brush or dry cloth.  
 ♦ Regularly clean the motor housing using a damp cloth. 

Do not use any abrasive or solvent-based cleaner.  
 ♦ Regularly open the chuck and tap it to remove any dust 

from the interior (when fitted). 
Lubrication
Your power tool requires no additional lubrication. 
Accessories and attachments used must be 
regularly lubrication around the SDS Plus fitment.

Cleaning 
WARNING! Blow dirt and dust out of the 
main housing with dry air as often as dirt is 
seen collecting in and around the air vents. 

Wear approved eye protection and approved dust 
mask when performing this procedure.  

WARNING! Never use solvents or other 
harsh chemicals for cleaning the non-

metallic parts of the tool. These chemicals may 
weaken the material of the parts. Use only mild 
soap and damp cloth to clean the tool. Never let any 
liquid get inside the tool,cleaning of gasoline or 
other chemicals, never immerse any part of the tool 
into liquid.

Optional Accessories
WARNING! Since accessories, other than those 
offered by Stanley, have not been tested with this 

product, use of such accessories with this tool could be 
hazardous. To reduce the risk of injury, only Stanley, 
recommended accessories should be used with this 
product.
Various types of SDS Plus drill bits and chisels are available 
as an option. 
Consult your dealer for further information on the 
appropriate accessories.
Protecting The Environment 

Separate collection. This product must not be 
disposed of with normal household waste. 
Should you find one day that your Stanley product 

needs replacement, or if it is of no further use to you, do 
not dispose of it with household waste. Please sort it out for 
separate recycling.  

Separate collection of used products and packaging 
allows materials to be recycled and used again. Re-
use of recycled materials helps prevent environmental 

pollution and reduces the demand for raw materials. 
Some local governments may require the local or municipal 
waste disposal centers or retailers of new products to 
provide households with electronic product recycling 
services.
Notes
STANLEY’s policy is one of continuous improvement to 
our products and as such, we reserve the right to change 
product specifications without prior notice.
Standard equipment and accessories may vary by country.
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ขอ้มลูดา้นเทคนคิ 

SBR20

 แรงดนัไฟเขา้  โวลต DC  18  

 ความเร็วขณะไมม่ี
โหลด  รอบ/นาที 0 - 2200  

 อตัรากระแทก  รอบ/นาที 0 - 5775  

 นํ �าหนกั  กก.  2.80 

 ความสามารถในการเจาะสงูสดุ 

 คอนกรตี  มม. 20  

 เหล็ก  มม.  13 

 ไม ้  มม. 30  

แบตเตอรี� SCB20D    SCB20M    STBL184L

แรงดนัไฟฟ้า โวลตDC 18           18             18

ความจุ แอมป-
ชั่วโมง 2.0          4.0            4.0

ชนดิ Li-Ion       Li-Ion        Li-Ion

เครื�องชารจ์ SC201                          SC202

แรงดนัไฟเขา้ โวลตAC 230                         230

แรงดนัไฟออก โวลตDC 18                           18

กระแสไฟฟ้า แอมป 1.0                          2.0
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